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Manage your Venue’s Workforce...

...Anytime, Anywhere, Any Device
If you’d like to streamline your facility management operation, save substantial money,
and increase productivity, we’re just what you need. ABI MasterMind® is an easy-to-use venue
management system that integrates staff scheduling and positioning, time management, labor
budgeting and reporting, employee self service, venue credentialing (traditional or oversized),
booking, facility wardrobe and inventory management, incident tracking and analysis functions, and
more into a single solution.
Some of the more than 400 end user venue clients using our system include operations and/
or food & beverage staff at: Coors Field, Staff Pro, Staples Center, Lincoln Financial Field, Yankee
Stadium, American Airlines Center, Anaheim Convention Center, University of Michigan, BC Place,
Daytona International Speedway, AT&T Park, Performing Arts Center of Los Angeles County, AT&T
Stadium, Denali National Park, Coachella Valley Music Festival, Rogers Centre, MetLife Stadium, and
many more.
For more information or a live Internet demo of ABI MasterMind® contact:
(916) 381-3809 opt. 4 or email info@abico.com.
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Senior Editor’s Column: By R.V. Baugus

Perry Como sang it in 1954 and I am living it today:
Oh, there’s no place like home for the holidays / ‘Cause no matter how far away
you roam / When you pine for the sunshine of a friendly gaze / For the holidays
you can’t beat home, sweet home
If you are like me, you have heard “There’s No Place Like Home
for the Holidays” in your sleep over the past month or so during the
Christmas season. For me, it is more than a song.
I was beyond honored to return to IAVM as the senior editor of Facility Manager magazine in November. Maybe someday I will be the answer to a trivia question: What IAVM employee has worked the most times at
the association, and how many times has he/she worked there? Hey, that would
be R.V. Baugus, and the answer is three.
Correct. I actually worked at IAVM (then IAAM) in 1990-91, back
when my hair was plentiful and the gut not so much. I was blessed to
return in 2000 after being part of a communications team that was
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TIQLW_ٺQ\PIXZM^QW][MUXTWaMZ)N\MZTMI^QVO1)>5QV)]O][\
to begin work on a book project, I am thrilled to again be amongst so
many member friends in this wonderful profession of public assembly
venue management.
You truly are home for me. My deepest professional relationships
have happened in this industry. You were present with me when my
JMI]\QN]T_QNM<IVaIXI[[MLI_Ia2IV]IZaL]ZQVOKWUXTQcations in a day surgery procedure at the tender age of 48. I was not
employed at the association at the time, but I felt your outpouring of
support to me through calls, emails, texts and, yes, even cards and
letters. It helped me so much in working through a painful grieving
process. I will never forget that generosity.
We now embark on an exciting future for Facility Manager<PMÅZ[\
piece of good news I want to share is the magazine’s return to six issues a year, beginning with this issue. This increased frequency allows
us to connect better with you and to give your dues a greater return
when it comes to the magazine and the education supplied in it.
whe
N
Next, I learned that one thing that has not changed since my absen
sence is how much you have valued (and missed) the sector columns.
Tho
Those are also returning, again with this issue. Who better to share
thei
their stories than our members? We know you will enjoy reading these
columns in every issue and trust you will always have some kind of
colu
“tak
“take home” from these articles.
S
Speaking of member voices and participation, many of our sectors
have individuals who are writing blogs for the website and newslethav
ter. Please continue doing this, as we all become stronger and more
lear
learned through the shared experiences of each other.
 ;
;WU]KPWN UMNMMT[TQSM1IU[\IZ\QVO\PQ[RWJNWZ\PM^MZaÅZ[\\QUM
1PI^M\PMM`KQ\MUMV\WN ISQLOWQVO\W[KPWWTWVPQ[ÅZ[\LIaMIOMZ
1PI
to llearn and make new friends. That excitement is also evident at the
WٻKMIVL_MIZM^MZaNWZ\]VI\M\WPI^M*ZIL5IaVM+.-TMILQVO
Wٻ
the future of IAVM. As a lifelong venue professional, Brad obviously
has a passion for the industry that is contagious for our entire team as
we serve you.
We all understand that this is YOUR association. It is not mine, nor
W
anyone else’s who works here. We have the greatest members in the
any
world in the most exciting profession I know and one which I am a
wor
cconstant consumer myself. What an honor to work for you!
Please take this opportunity to freely come to me with story ideas
for us to follow, for articles you would like to write, and anything
else that will make Facility Manager magazine the expert voice of
the members. Hearing that voice from you will be as sweet as
hearing “There’s No Place Like Home for the Holidays.”
It’s good to be back. FM

Staples Center, LA

Coming soon to Las Vegas Arena & Pepsi Center

Rise to the occasion on our
2
new dual rise Telescopic 100DX
Up Position

2 Risers in 1

Down Position

Cut changeover times dramatically and save valuable storage space in your venue.

Premium Seating for Premium Fans

Laser Guided

Rock solid, composite core decks

Twin laser guided SmartDrives

See it in action at youtube.com/stagerightcorp

www.StageRight.com | 800.438.4499
IAVM
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MUSE & NEWS FROM AROUND THE INDUSTRY
The numbers never lie when it comes to attendance and economic
impact for cities that host the annual mega WrestleMania from World
?ZM[\TQVO-V\MZ\IQVUMV\<PW[MV]UJMZ[ÅVQ[PMLZWTTQVOQVNZWU\PM
VL ?ZM[\TM5IVQI PMTL TI[\ )XZQT I\ )<< ;\ILQ]U QV )ZTQVO\WV
Texas, and other area venues that were part of the fan spectacle. Be[QLM[JZMISQVOIVI\\MVLIVKMZMKWZL_Q\PNIV[QVI\\MVLIVKM
NZWUITT[\I\M[IVLKW]V\ZQM[\PMMKWVWUQKQUXIK\NWZ\PM,ITlas-Fort Worth area measured a whopping $170.4 million. It ranked
ÅN\P QV \PM PQ[\WZa WN  ^MV]M I\\MVLIVKM JMPQVL \PM 6*) )TT;\IZ
/IUM,ITTI[+W_JWa[^[6M_AWZS/QIV\[OIUM\WWXMV\PM[\ILQum in 2009, George Strait concert, and Super Bowl XLV. Ancillary
M^MV\[NWZ\PMÅ^MLIaZ]V\WWSXTIKMI\\PM)UMZQKIV)QZTQVM[+MV\MZ
and Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention Center in Dallas.

In advance of the Performing Arts Managers Conference coming up
in Chicago, it was good to speak with Donna Smith about the impact her husband, Rodney, had in the performing arts world. Rodney
passed away in 2011, but his legacy lives on, not just in the performing
arts sector, but throughout the industry. Donna reports she is doing well
and transitioning to move from the Denver area to Orange County in
California. She is working remote for a position she recently moved
into as the community development manager for Cherokee Ranch &
Castle, a Sedalia, Colorado-based business that hosts conferences and
corporate retreats, serves as an outdoor laboratory and classroom for
MV^QZWVUMV\ITML]KI\QWVWٺMZ[ZMV\IT[IVLPW[\[ITQUQ\MLV]UJMZWN 
_MLLQVO[MIKPaMIZ1VW\PMZ_WZL[\PMXMZNMK\Å\NWZ,WVVI /W\W
the website at cherokeeranch.org to be blown away by the beauty of
the landscape.

Gil Fried, chair and professor of the Sport Management Department at the University of New
Haven, reports the release of his new book, Sport
Analytics, A data driven approach to sport business and management. The companion site (www.routledge.com/
cw/fried) helps with teaching a comprehensive sport
analytics class.

Congratulations to industry reporting veteran Ray Waddell, who
pulled up stakes from his long-time association with Billboard magabQVM \W RWQV \PM 7IS >QM_ /ZW]X 1 UW[\Ta KZW[[ML XI\P[ _Q\P :Ia
at VenueConnect and it always seemed like there was more than one
Ray Waddell roaming up and down the aisles talking to people and
gathering stories. A true pro’s pro who will do a great job in his new
position in helping grow the company’s media presence. Waddell will
partner with Tim Leiweke and 1Z^QVO)bW ٺat his new place of employment after working at BillboardNWZaMIZ[IVLAmusement Business
prior to that.

A story in this issue of Facility Manager touches on lone wolf attacks
(page 22). A few interesting pieces of information to share not included in the article show that while such attacks are becoming more
frequent and more deadly, they are still relatively rare with perhaps
[]KKM[[N]TXWTQ\QKITTaUW\Q^I\MLI\\IKS[X]TTMLWٺJaIVQVLQ^QL]IT
QV\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[[QVKM\PM![/MWZOM5M\M[SaQ[\PMMIZTQM[\
attacker listed in a database built by Indiana State University criminologist Mark Hamm and Victoria University sociologist Ramon
Spaaij. Metesky began planting pipe bombs in 1940 around New
AWZS+Q\a0M_I[KIX\]ZMLaMIZ[TI\MZJ]\VW\JMNWZMPMXTIV\ML
JWUJ[\PI\QVR]ZMLMQOP\XMWXTM<PMZM[MIZKPMZ[PI^MVW_QLMV\QÅML
a total of 124 American lone wolf attacks.

2][\_WVLMZQVO"?QTT8ZM[QLMV\-TMK\Donald Trump be as connected to sports as President Obama, whose annual completion of his
March Madness brackets is a staple? With Trump’s background dating
to roots in the United States Football League, why not?

I would be remiss in not saying THANK YOU to Linda Deckard,
the outstanding publisher of Venues Today, for allowing me to stay
connected to the industry for the past couple of years by writing for
her magazine. I am never too old to learn and I thank Linda for the
opportunity to continue growing while contributing to her wonderful
publication. FM
Compiled by R.V. Baugus
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As a trusted provider of sports and recreation insurance products, K&K is committed to helping you
succeed by offering quality coverage and services designed for your organization. K&K’s expertise is
respected throughout the industry; we are your solution for affordable insurance coverage. It’s easy
to work with K&K—visit our website now for more information.
• Facilites
• Competitive rates and coverage
• Events
• Over 60 years of insurance and
• Sports
claims experience
• Entertainment

K&K Insurance Group, Inc. is a licensed insurance producer in all states (TX license #13924); operating in CA, NY and MI as
K&K Insurance Agency (CA license #0334819)
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Darren Davis, CFE

Vice President of Entertainment, Mandalay Bay
Resort & Casino; Las Vegas, Nevada

If I wasn’t doing this, I’d be a: 5W^QMXZWL]KMZWZXZWNM[[QWVITJI[[Å[PMZman (the latter being the preference).
Most impressive person I’ve ever met: One of my former bosses,
Steve Stallworth. He never met a person he couldn’t charm. I learned
a great deal from Steve coming up through my time at the Orleans
Arena in Las Vegas. I owe a great deal of my success to him as he gave
UMUaÅZ[\ZMITM`MK]\Q^MWXXWZ\]VQ\aQV\PQ[QVL][\Za
My favorite IAVM program I ever attended was: VenueConnect
<PI\Q[\PMKWVNMZMVKM_PMZM1_I[I_IZLMLUa+.-LM[QOVI\QWV)\\PI\[IUMKWVNMZMVKMUaIZMVI_WV\PM>MV]M-`KMTlence Award. A double whammy!
One up-and-coming venue star in the arena industry is: Tyler
Baldwin, the booking manager of the Orleans Arena. He is destined
to be a general manager or executive director someday.
One of my goals for this year is to: Do better budgeting!
How do you plan to help elevate the profession? By being more involved in IAVM and the initiatives it supports.
Where do you see new growth opportunities in the profession? -^MV\[
outside the norm. For example, we just recently hosted our second eSports event.
?Q\PW^MZ[WTLW]\ZI^QVONIV[NWZW]Z->7KWUXM\Q\QWV\PMZMQ[VWLW]J\
this genre of entertainment is here to stay and only getting better.
How do you stay current with industry trends and developments? I read a lot of magazines.... Pollstar, Sports Business
Journal, Facilities and Event Management Superbook, local
entertainment publications, and, of course,
Facility Manager magazine.
Who are three people you’d invite
to a dinner party and why? My
grandfather (I miss him dearly),
my best friend from high school
(I haven’t seen him in years),
and my wife (when you are in
this business, you hardly ever
see your family!).
IAVM
IAVM
VM
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Eric Hart, CFE,
is president and CEO of the
Tampa Sports Authority.
By John Siehl, CFE

How do current world events impact your venue security plan?
The world has become a much scarier place. Terrorist attacks throughout the world and the United States have taken a new, more sinister
look. Most venue security plans have been developed for an organized
assault using conventional weapons. Today’s terrorist attacks are much
LQٺMZMV\ JMKI][M WN  \PM ][M WN  MI[QTa I^IQTIJTM VWVKWV^MV\QWVIT
_MIXWV[WZMY]QXUMV\NWZUI`QU]ULM[\Z]K\Q^MMٺMK\<PM][MWN TMOITZQÆM[WV[WN\\IZOM\[[]KPI[QV\PMZMKMV\7ZTIVLWVQOP\KT]J[PWW\ing, has increased the need to harden all activities around our venues.
This is a daunting task based on the size and complexity of many of
our venues. The recent use of a truck to attack pedestrians in France
requires all of us to re-think our pedestrian and gathering areas and
develop a safer, more secure environment. Overall, security planning
needs to include proactive and reactive components to properly address these new security risks of the world.
What do you view as the biggest challenge today in regards to
venue safety?
There are two primary challenges we face in providing safety for our
venues. First and foremost, keeping abreast of new and changing
NWZU[WN \MZZWZQ[UITWVO_Q\PMٺMK\Q^MKW]V\MZUMI[]ZM[Q[\PMJQOOM[\
KPITTMVOM NWZ ^MV]M UIVIOMZ[ ?M IZM JMKWUQVO [QOVQÅKIV\Ta UWZM
reliant on local, state, and national intelligence assistance related to
threats on our venues. It is imperative that venue managers develop
strong ties to not only law enforcement, but life safety agencies to improve the overall safety of guests and clients within our facilities. Secondly, developing the appropriate safety plan for your facility, along
10 Facility Manager Magazine

_Q\PMٺMK\Q^MTWJJaQVONWZN]VL[\WPIZLMVITT[WN\\IZOM\IZMI[IZW]VL
your facility, has become of critical importance. Recent terrorist at\IKS[PI^MKWVKMV\ZI\ML\PMQZMٺWZ\[WV[WN\\IZOM\[<PMQV\MOZI\QWVWN 
undercover and specialized law enforcement in hardening your venues
and perimeters for events is now a critical element of your venue safety
plan.
What special considerations do you need when attracting high
profile marquee events?
-IKPM^MV\Q[]VQY]MQVQ\[VMML[NZWUI^MV]MXMZ[XMK\Q^M?PQTMITT
events share similar coordination needs, large marquee events, such
I[ \PM *+; 6I\QWVIT +PIUXQWV[PQX /IUM PI^M UIVa V]IVKM[ ZMlated to overall size and scope. These marquee events require more
advanced planning. Typically, these large national events require three
years or more of advance site and planning working. Host venues are
required to visit other hosting cities in advance to experience and witness all of the details of the event from the pre- and post-social activQ\QM[\WITTWN \PMOIUMLIaIK\Q^Q\QM[_Q\PQV\PM^MV]M-^MV\[WN \PQ[
magnitude require the support of a large community host committee,
local/regional/national law enforcement, and the national vendors
providing services. This is typically a challenge for many small- to midsized markets due to limited resources. The bid proposals for these
VI\QWVITM^MV\[OMVMZITTaZMY]QZMTWKITKWUU]VQ\QM[\WZIQ[M[QOVQÅKIV\
local capital to host the events, and many communities are required
to cover all safety related costs as part of their bid to host the event.

Photo credit

Describe the importance of developing and maintaining a good
working relationship with your law enforcement partners.
There are several key factors to developing and maintaining a good
working relationship with your law enforcement partners. You must
develop a level of trust and an open dialogue with your law enforcement leaders to ensure that all relevant details are always on the table.
Venue managers are always challenged with developing a “right sized”
safety plan that provides the highest level of safety within a reasonable
budget. An open dialogue with law enforcement command allows ven]MUIVIOMZ[\WPI^MNZIVSIVLWXMVLQ[K][[QWV[IJW]\[\IٻVOITWVO
with the associated risks that may be present in the area at any given
time. Law enforcement and safety agencies have knowledge and resources that venue managers are unable to provide. Local law enforcement works closely with national law enforcement and always has the
most recent intelligence related to potential threats to your venues.
This knowledge is important for venue managers in developing the
overall safety plan for the venue. In the event you do experience an
emergency situation, your local law enforcement and safety agencies
will most likely oversee the implementation of the venue or community emergency plan. Making sure a venue manager, local law enforcement command, and life safety command are all on the same page will
help avoid any confusion during emergency situations and provide a
safer environment for your guests.
.QVITTa1MVKW]ZIOMITTNIKQTQ\aUIVIOMZ[\W_ITS\PMÆWWZIVLOM\
\W SVW_ aW]Z TI_ MVNWZKMUMV\ IVL TQNM [INM\a [\I ٺUMUJMZ[ <PM[M
individuals are typically your eyes and ears for many issues within your
venue and typically can provide a unique perspective on how your

CC

Matthew Paulson

safety operations are actually working. I have found that knowing my
XWTQKM WٻKMZ[ IVL XIZIUMLQK[ _WZSQVO QV \PM LQٺMZMV\ IZMI[ WN  \PM
venue usually provides me with much better insight when setting operating policies.
How has receiving your CFE benefited you?
1_I[VM^MZ\PMXMZ[WVLZQ^QVO\WOM\Ua+.- ?PMV1ÅVITTaLMKQLML \W [\IZ\ \PM XZWKM[[ \W WJ\IQV Ua +.- 1 ZMITQbML PW_ QUXWZ\IV\
\PQ[XZWKM[[_I[\WUaTWVO\MZUKIZMMZ[]KKM[[<PMKMZ\QÅKI\QWVXZWcess required me to ponder many of my past positions and restate my
knowledge and position relating to many areas of venue management.
7J\IQVQVOUa+.-PI[PMTXMLUMQVUIVa_Ia[XZWNM[[QWVITTa=XWV
ZMKMQ^QVO Ua +.- Q\ LMUWV[\ZI\ML \W TWKIT X]JTQK WٻKQIT[ IVL Ua
JWIZLWN LQZMK\WZ[\PI\\PMaPILPQZMLIKWUXM\MV\IVLY]ITQÅML^MV]MUIVIOMZ?PMVMTMK\MLWٻKQIT[WZW]ZTWKIT\MIU[IZMTWWSQVO\W
address venue related issues in the greater community, I am typically
one of the go-to people based on my demonstrated past experience.
)LLQ\QWVITTa \PM +.- XZW^QLML UM _Q\P [WUM XMZ[WVIT I[[]ZIVKM[
that I had, in fact, reached a level of competency within our industry.
Many times, I am asked to make hard decisions that have no straightNWZ_IZLIV[_MZ[<PMKMZ\QÅKI\QWVXZW^QLM[UM^ITQLI\QWV\PI\1PI^M
demonstrated competency within the venue management industry
and provides me with a strong basis for using my knowledge to help
support new initiatives or resolutions to problems. FM
2WPV;QMPT+.-Q[^QKMXZM[QLMV\IVLKPQMN WXMZI\QVOWٻKMZWN >MV]?WZS[IVL
served as IAVM chairman in 2010-11.
IAVM
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An exclusive account of how actions
taken prevented a terrorist attack from
becoming deadlier at the Curtis Culwell
Center. By John Wilborn
For many, May 3, 2015, will live for all the wrong reasons. The Curtis Culwell
Center in Garland, Texas, became infamously linked to an attack by two men with
the intent to kill. The men drove from Phoenix, AZ to an event at the venue outside
of Dallas that featured an exhibit displaying cartoon images of the prophet Muhammad along with guest speakers.
But for many others, including venue General Manager John Wilborn, the day
had many things go right. The only deaths were those of the two assailants, Elton
;QUX[WVIVL6ILQZ0IUQL;WWÅ_PW_MZMJW\P[PW\Ja7ٻKMZ/ZMOWZa;\M^MV[WN 
the Garland Police Department and eventually killed by four members of a SWAT
team. A third man, Abdul Malik Abdul Kareen, remains under indictment in ArQbWVIIVLQ[ITTMOML\WPI^M[]XXTQML\PMUMV_Q\P\PMÅZMIZU[IVLIUU]VQ\QWV
used in the attack. Ties to the Islamic State of Iraq (ISIL) were found in the attack.
In a one-hour, exclusive interview with Facility Manager magazine, Wilborn
recounted the months, weeks, and days leading up to the event, as well as the aftermath at his venue, which contains both an arena and a conference center. Wilborn
described the events of the day, of the attack, and of a never-before-shared tactic that
helped to prevent further bloodshed both outside and inside the venue.
The real-life and real-time security lessons included plenty of crucial decisions
WV?QTJWZV¼[XIZ\0MZMQ[PQ[ÅZ[\XMZ[WVIKKW]V\WN IVQVKQLMV\\PI\VW^MV]M
wants to have happen.
The Event Gets Planned
October 29, 2014, is when this whole process basically started. There
was a contract issued to Sound Vision, an organization based out of
Chicago, for an event on January 17, 2015. They had previously rented from us on February 1, 2014, with a regular conference center rental. Our conference center generates the least amount of revenue at our
facility, and so it was a basic rental. They had been here before with
no problems. It was a Muslim organization that donated and raised
funds for special needs for Muslim kids. We had a good event with
that rental.
On January 5, 2015, we began receiving a barrage of emails about
\PMM^MV\KWUQVO]X1\_I[IKWVKMZ\MLMٺWZ\Ja8IUMTI/MTTMZIVL
PMZ)UMZQKIV.ZMMLWU,MNMV[Q^M1VQ\QI\Q^M).,1OZW]X\PI\_I[ÅTTQVO]XM^MZaJWLa¼[QVJW`M[QV\PMWٻKMIVL[XZMILQVO\WW]ZJWIZLWN 
\Z][\MM[IVLW]Z[]XMZQV\MVLMV\¼[WٻKM?M_MZMOM\\QVOP]VLZML[WN 
MUIQT[\MTTQVO][VW\\WPW[\\PMM^MV\_PQKP_I[\PMÅZ[\\QUM_M[I_
a possible problem. Why are we getting all this? The speakers that they
had scheduled to speak had spoken at other places around here with
no problems whatsoever, so I didn’t understand why we were being
targeted or why the school board was being targeted because, once
again, we had not had any previous problems.
 7V2IV]IZa\PM/IZTIVL8WTQKM,MXIZ\UMV\VW\QÅML][
12 Facility Manager Magazine

that there would be protesters for this event and that the number could
OW I[ PQOP I[  <PM XWTQKM LMXIZ\UMV\ PIL JMMV KWV\IK\ML Ja
these groups stating that they were going to have anti-Muslim protests.
At that point we were very shocked and really didn’t think it was going
to happen in terms of anybody protesting. Our mindset was what’s the
big deal about this? The police talked about staging so we put them
over in our north lot across the street from the facility, which is where
the protesters would be.
By noon people started gathering and started driving up and sure
enough it was packing up pretty quick. The event was going to start
at 6 pm.
There was a variety of protesters. We had motorcycle groups, a
OZW]XKITTML\PM<M`I[4WVO/]V[IVLUWZM1\\]ZVMLQV\WY]Q\M\PM
circus over on the north lot and resembled something between a pep
rally and a football tailgate party. Individuals had barbecue pits and
everything. They were there for the long haul and had various types
WN ÆIO[?M_MZM[\]VVMLJ]\_M_MZMXZMXIZML_Q\P\PI\IZMIW^MZ
there. For the most part, it was peaceful. They were loud, but they
were peaceful.
The Sound Vision event had only 100 people. As the attendees
LZW^M]X\PMXZW\M[\MZ[_MZMLWQVO[WUMLQ[ZM[XMK\N]T[\]ٺTQSMPWTL-

“For most of our events we all share information, but [this
time] we closed ranks,” said John Wilborn. “Only three
people were involved in this process, where normally we
would have 20 people involved.” Photo credit: Jamie Carney

ing up pigs with a fork. There was signage about raping children. A
couple of times someone would come across the street and the trafÅK_W]TLJIKS]XJMKI][M_M_MZMUISQVO[]ZM\PI\M^MZaJWLa\PI\
was coming in was coming to the event and not to cause trouble. You
had the intertwining of those individuals arriving and we had [about
2,000] people departing from the arena from the World War Fit [event
we had scheduled earlier that day].
Police estimated there were about 1,000 protesters in the north
TW\/MTTMZ_I[TMILQVO\PMXZW\M[\;PM_W]TLJM\PM[IUMTILa\PI\
months later held the cartoon contest.
 ?PMV1[I_\PMTWVOO]V[1I[SMLWVMWN W]ZWٺL]\aWٻKMZ[_PM\PMZIVaWVMKW]TLJMIZZM[\MLNWZPI^QVOO]V[WV/IZTIVL1VLMXMVLMV\
School District property. It was explained that protesters could not be
arrested because it was not a school district event.
I made note of that because it becomes critical as we get further
down the road.
Geller Contracts With The Venue
7V 2IV]IZa  /MTTMZ KWV\IK\ML ][ IJW]\ ZMV\QVO \PM NIKQTQ\a ;PM
called and, basically, harassed us with questions like, “How could you
all use the school district facility to rent that out?” By law we can’t

refuse anybody by race, creed, color, or religious beliefs. We rent to
everyone as long as they have valid paperwork and go through the valid renting process. We’ve had every denomination come through our
facility with no problems and have had an open-door policy all along.
Our mandate is to rent to everyone because we are a school district
facility open to all.
After she contacted us she started posting online that she was seeking to rent our building, that this event was going to be very dangerous
and she would need help protecting her group when they came to the
facility, supposedly from the Muslims, who weren’t even barking back.
Internally, myself and Kevin Welch, our event services manager, took
that as she was trying to set it up so these long guns and other individuals can come here and think that they’re going to serve as security at
the building. I also decided that I was closing ranks here at the building. For most of our events we all share information and things such as
that, but at this point we closed ranks.
Only three people were involved in this process where normally we
would have 20 people involved. I didn’t need any loose lips. People
might be saying something casually that they might not think would
KWUMJIKSJ]\KW]TLJMILM\ZQUMV\\W\PM[\Iٺ1_I[QV^WT^MLI[
was Welch, and a lieutenant with the police department. We sat down
IAVM
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and came up with a game plan on how we were going to do this event.
On January 29, we issued the contract to her. We had some conditions with the contract. They were going to pay for the security because we weren’t going to pay for it. We billed her for the security,
which, by the way she didn’t want to pay. She is used to going to these
LQٺMZMV\XTIKM[IVLX]\\QVO\PI\J]ZLMVWV\PI\KQ\a<PMKQ\QM[KW]TL
IJ[WZJQ\JMKI][M\PMWٻKMZ[_WZSNWZ\PMKQ\QM[[PM_I[OWQVO\W*]\
_M¼ZMI[KPWWTLQ[\ZQK\?M¼ZMVW\I[[WKQI\ML_Q\P\PMKQ\aWN /IZTIVL
That expense was going to come on us. For a $2,000 rental, why am I
going to take a $50,000 loss? That cost was passed on to her. You pay
it or you don’t come into the facility.
We also required that the event become a ticketed event; that way
we had information on everybody who was coming to the event. We
had names, addresses, phone numbers, emails, etc., of everyone that
was attending the event. We
knew who needed to be here
because we went through our
process of how do we know
who is coming on the lot and
who should or should not be
here. We also said that there
would be no audiovisual for
the event. They couldn’t pay us
to do the audiovisual because
WN \PMVI\]ZMWN \PMM^MV\?MLQLVW\PI^MIVaWVMWVW]Z[\I_ٺPW
wanted to be a participant in that.
They did not do any audiovisual. We had preset with a microphone
already on and all they had to do was hit the on button and it was
ZMILa\WOW<PMZM_I[VWÅTUQVOWZIVa\PQVOWN \PI\[WZ\)\\PMMVL
of the day there were pictures of what the contest was. That was their
main deal because it was a contest.
 7V.MJZ]IZaOWQVOJIKS\WUaKWUUMV\IJW]\\PMWٻKMZ
who told me why he couldn’t arrest those individuals for the event on
2IV]IZaQVUaUQVL1PIL\WÅO]ZMW]\I_Ia\WVW\PI^M\PM[MNWTS[
show up here again. In my opinion, this was the single best thing we
LQLQV\PMXTIVVQVOWN \PQ[M^MV\1UILMVW\MWN _PI\\PMWٻKMZPIL
said and that a school scheduled event had to take place at the same
time, and then those individuals would not be allowed to walk around
with weapons.
 ?MIT_Ia[LWOZIL]I\QWV\ZIQVQVOQV5Ia/MTTMZ¼[M^MV\_W]TLR][\
so happen to fall on this day that we did graduation training. The arena rental is a 12-hour rental for the facility. We scheduled that training
from 12 pm to 12 am, so during those hours it was still a school district
property. Therefore, no weapons would be allowed on the property
during that time.
Can you imagine the bloodbath that would have taken place if those
weapons would have been out there along with the incident that did
happen? Those individuals who thought they were helping the police
when the shooting started… We wouldn’t be talking about this event
in the manner that we are right now because there could have been
hundreds of casualties at that point.
 ;WWV.MJZ]IZa_MÅVITQbMLW]ZOIUMXTIVNWZ\PI\M^MV\
We decided on 24 hour police security patrols around the building two
weeks prior to the event. We constantly ran them around the building
in case anybody wanted to plant anything. We also showed a heavy,
physical police presence at the facility. We set up so patrons would
enter through the west lot. They would have to enter the lot with their
\QKSM\\W[PW_\PMQZMV\Za\W\PMTW\<PMV\PMa_W]TLOW\W\PMÆIO
pole area on the north on this side of the street. They had to take 278
steps minimum and some walked more to the conference center. That

gave police time to do eye observations. There were trained individuals
from the police department watching individuals’ behavior, and that
was their only job. They were able to pick folks up at that time and observe them all the way in. An individual would have to show something
at that point to take that many steps to the facility.
The cartoons were already drawn and turned in to the New York
WٻKMWN /MTTMZ¼[OZW]X<PMaJZW]OP\\WLZI_QVO[\W\PMNIKQTQ\a
We had probably 150 attendees for the event and another 50 to 60
press.
We decided to put the media all the way over on our east lot, facing
the conference center, but at the furthest point of the lot, not allowing
them to walk up. They parked in their TV vans and trucks and that
area was basically their zone. They weren’t allowed to walk over to
the facility. They had to stay there and report there with the exception
of the representative that each
media outlet had that was already vetted to come into the
event. The way we lined up
the media trucks went from
the start of the parking lot all
the way to the end of the parking lot and they also served as
a barrier over there. It was an
additional barrier to the facility.
We had metal detectors and had no bags. Not even just clear bags,
but no bags were allowed to come into the event.
 ?MPIL\WLMKQLMWV[\IٻVO+WV\MUXWZIZa;MZ^QKM[+WZXWZI\QWV
+;+LWM[W]Z[\IٻVO[W_MPIL\PZMM+;+XMZ[WVVMTNWZJIOKPMKS[
We had two cleaning people, two operations people, one full-time, one
part-time, and then myself.
On March 9, the plan was set. We’re ready to go. A day didn’t pass
when Kevin and I didn’t have a conversation, just kind of still bouncQVO\PQVO[WٺWN MIKPW\PMZUISQVO[]ZM_MKW^MZMLM^MZa\PQVOIVL
going through every scenario. We made ourselves active by role playing, as if we were trying to disrupt something, and what we would do.
What were the weaknesses of the building? What were our strengths?
We played that game every day.
Spring break came on March 9 and we were able to kind of get
away for a week. The building was closed for regular maintenance and
that helped us kind of clear our heads, because every day since that
ÅZ[\LIa_M_MZM[\QTTOM\\QVOPQ\_Q\PMUIQT[1\_MV\]X\WIVLVW_
we’re getting 500 and then we had to get with our IT people so they
KW]TL[\IZ\JTWKSQVOIVLK]\\QVOW\ٺPMMUIQT[
From March 17 to May 2 we had daily meetings. We had various
visits in between. We had the FBI, Homeland Security, [and] ATF.
They were sharing information with us and participating in the game
plan. They did their own measures of what they were doing that we
weren’t privy to.

“Can you imagine the bloodbath that would have
taken place if those weapons would have been out
there...? We wouldn’t be talking about this event
in the manner that we are right now because there
could have been hundreds of casualties...”

Game Day
?MOM\\W5IaIVLQ\¼[OIUMLIa1¼UINWZUMZI\PTM\M[WQ\¼[\QUM\W
XTIa1LQLV¼\NZM\WZIVa\PQVO1_I[KWVÅLMV\QV\PMXTIV\PI\_MPIL
Now it’s time to execute that plan.
I get up every morning and walk three miles a day. That morning I
OW\]XIVL1LQLÅ^M1\PMV_MV\\WKP]ZKPI[1IT_Ia[LWWVI;]VLIa
I came in and we had our graduation training that day. We started
IZW]VLW¼KTWKSIVL[\WXXML\PM\ZIQVQVOIJW]\"_Q\P\PMOWIT
\WOM\M^MZaJWLaW\ٺPMTW\Ja"/ZIL]I\QWVQ[IJQO\QUMNWZ][
?MLWWN \PMU?MLW\ZIQVQVOM^MZaaMIZIVLOW\I^M\MZIV\MIU
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so it didn’t take quite as long as we thought it might take… wink, wink.
Then we got them out of here. We opened doors at 4 for the contest
with the event at 5.
 /MTTMZ¼[XMWXTM[\IZ\ML\WIZZQ^MIJW]\"<PMaJMOIV[M\\QVO]X
everything for the event, putting the pictures on the podium and getting everything ready. Once they had that set, they started organizing,
IVL\PQ[Q[_PMV_MNW]VLW]\NWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM\PMaIZMLWQVOITQ^M
stream for the event. We didn’t realize that. They told us earlier it
would be televised but I guess they got bound by technicalities and
decided to stream it. We just let it ride.
They were equally ready on their end. They had a game plan in
place that they were perfectly planned on executing to the T. After we
opened the doors, people came in and then the crowd just dropped
WٺJI[QKITTa\WVW\PQVO6WJWLa_I[KWUQVOQVTI\M\W\PMM^MV\<PM
event started on time. They started doing their thing. We pulled in our
set-up on the exterior of the facility with our detectors and everything.
I released CSC and told them to
leave.
We’re rocking and rolling just
like any other event. I was in another part of the building (I didn’t
particularly care for the rhetoric)
and just told the police to call me
on the walkie talkie when it was
over. They do their thing and the event is over. It was uneventful, probably 90 minutes or two hours, and had about 150 to 180 in attendance
\W_Q\PUMLQINIK\WZMLQV
 7VM[XMISMZ_I[/MMZ\?QTLMZ[0MQ[^MZaW]\[XWSMVIVLPILPQ[
own army security team. They looked like they were straight out of a
movie. These guys were well trained and some bad actors. I wouldn’t
want to see those guys at night or day time under any circumstances
I\ITT/MTTMZPILIVWٺL]\a6M_AWZSXWTQKMWٻKMZIVLITQ\\TMUQVQ
team with her. Her guys did not look as astute as these other guys.
I get the call that says, “Hey, the event’s over.” As I’m walking up the
hallway, I go into the room and there is still a huge crowd even after the
event has ended. They were chatting and wanted to do pictures and
I]\WOZIXP[ _Q\P /MTTMZ <PM [XMISMZ PIL ITZMILa TMN\ [QUQTIZ \W \PM
president leaving a facility with a motorcade.
Some of the people left just like they would at any event. I probably
had to walk 50 feet from the end coming up when I heard on the police
_ITSQM\ITSQM¹[PW\[ÅZMLº?M_MV\QV\WXTIVIVL[P]\\PMLWWZ[LW_V
IVLPIL\PMXWTQKM;?)<\MIUTML\PMI\\MVLMM[\W\PMIZMVIÆWWZ
Some people were going to their cars in the parking lot during the time
of the shooting and were brought back to the facility and ushered into
the arena.
How would the attackers know exactly when to come? Well, they
were plugged in on the streaming. I don’t have any evidence of that
but I have common sense that tells me that they had to be. They had
to be plugged in to the stream but they didn’t count on people staying
behind and getting autographs. They counted on when it was over
everybody was going to the parking lot. The objective was to hurt a
lot of people.
They came over to the west lot, which is where everybody entered
NZWU _PMV \PMa ÅZ[\ MVKW]V\MZML XWTQKMUMV <PM XWTQKM \WWS KIZM
of them right there on the spot in the street. They never made it on
\PMTW\<PMaLZW^M]XIVLVM^MZ_MV\WV\PMTW\<PM/IZTIVL8WTQKM
Department did a fantastic job of dealing with what they were trained
to do. That process only lasted about two minutes, if that long.
We were in the arena. I had heard no gun shots, nor did anybody
else in there. All we hear is radio rubbish coming in. We’re in here and

everybody is saying, hey, there’s a group at the back of the building.
There were all kinds of things going on. They were saying the guys
had bombs planted on them. No one was going up and addressing the
bodies at that point.
For all we knew it could have been a hundred attackers out there.
Of course, people had tons of questions for me and I had no answers
for them. But I was thrown back and in shock by how they thought this
was one big game. There was not one single person I saw in there that
was upset or looked like they were fearful about anything. They were
singing. In our minds, we thought we had them in a secure group and
secure setting.
People were sending out photos of us in the room and where we’re
located. Keep in mind, we don’t know what’s going on the outside. I
asked them, would you please stop? This is a secure location that’s not
secure any more if you are letting everybody know where we are. That
was a big disappointment to me. They might not have cared about
their individual lives, but I cared
about mine.
I got behind a pillar to make
sure I had some concrete behind
me. I decided I had done all that
I could do for these individuals.
The cleaning people that we had
and my two ops people got secure
in the building to make sure that, however it went, we would possibly
come out of this thing alive.
I suggested to the individuals that if there is somebody you want to
contact, go ahead and send a text now, because there was all kind of
[\]ٺOWQVOWV\PMZILQW<PMXWTQKMIZMR][\LWQVO\PMQZL]MLQTQOMVKM
and looking at every angle. They’re checking all that out. We have a
wooded area to the rear of the facility which could be a problem for
KIUW]ÆIOM6W_PMTQKWX\MZ[IZMÆaQVO
I was getting tons of texts coming in because people are viewing this
now on CNN. All the information I was getting was coming in from
the outside as to what they were reporting. I’m in here and just hearing
all this rubbish across the police radio. If you listen to a police radio,
\PMZM¼[\WV[WN [\]ٺKWUQVOQVAW][\QTTLWV¼\SVW_QN \PMZMQ[IJWUJ
There is everything going on. Your heart is racing, and then you say,
“Wow, this happened on my watch.” I don’t think anybody associated
with a facility wants this to happen at your building, where you are
\PMÅZ[\J]QTLQVO\WPI^M\PQ[SQVLWN I\\IKS3VW_QVOaW]IZMIT_Ia[
going to be remembered for this. Nobody is going to forget this day.
That’s where we were with it.

“Your heart is racing, and then you say,
‘Wow, this happened on my watch.’ Knowing
you are always going to be remembered for
this. Nobody is going to forget this day.”

Clearing The Building
After about two-and-one-half hours we were told the building needed
\WKTMIZ<PM[KPWWTLQ[\ZQK\PILJ][M[JIKS]X\W\PMNIKQTQ\a-^MZaWVM
went out with armed guards. They loaded up the buses with individuals and took them to a secure location.
I was told I needed to leave too. A school district security guy and
myself were the last two people in the building that were non-police
WٻKMZ[)\\PI\XWQV\XWTQKM\WWS\PMJ]QTLQVOW^MZ?M_MZMVW\QÅML
the building would not open the next day, so I sent emails and texts and
JI[QKITTa\WTL\PM[\I_ٺMIZMW\ٺWLIa
 5Ia_I[ILIaWN ZMÆMK\QWVIVL\ISQVOQ\ITTQV1LMKQLMLI\\PI\
point, you always want to have a game plan work. Hey, ours worked.
It was very unfortunate that this could happen, but it worked. Then
it was, where do we go from here? No one here was hurt. Our plan
worked. They didn’t even get on the property. This took place on the
street. We were happy with that.
IAVM
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 7V5Ia\PMJ]QTLQVOZMWXMVMLIVL_MPILIVM^MV\<PMÅZ[\
\PQVO_MLQL_I[UMM\_Q\P\PM[\Iٺ3MMXQVUQVL\PMaLQLV¼\M^MV
know the game plan. A lot of them had no clue about the severity of
the event so we just broke it down. I disclosed to them what we did and
why we did it. We assured them that we were going to be OK and we
would change some things in our procedures to make sure everybody
was safe.
We were getting calls on the May 6 and 7 from schools asking if the
building was open and if the graduations would be safe. I met every
client face-to-face to reassure them. I didn’t want to do it with a phone
call. Yes, it did happen, but you’ll be safe. We’ve got a game plan and
nobody is going to get hurt at your graduation.
On May 7 we had to come up with a game plan to get ready for
graduation because we have one coming up in a couple of days. We
didn’t have in-house any scanning machines but we had wands. We
went heavy duty on police force outside and inside and removed all
trash cans from the exterior of the building. We ran 24/7 patrols
around the building. We also decided on May 8 that we normally
stream graduations for individuals that can’t come as a lot of graduations they only get six tickets to a family. Some have to watch from
wherever they are outside and you have people deployed. It’s a pretty
cool and neat thing that happens with that. But we made a decision
we were not going to do streaming.
 <PM [\I ٺPMZM ITT R]UXML QV WV \PI\ XTIV 1¼U [W \PIVSN]T \W \PM
/IZTIVL8WTQKM,MXIZ\UMV\<PW[MO]a[IZMXZWNM[[QWVIT[<PMaSVW_
what they’re doing. I’m not a security guy. I’m just a common-sense
guy, a practical individual. I do know how to plan and ask the what
QN[1LWV¼\PI^MIXZWJTMU_Q\P[\IٺKPITTMVOQVOUM1_IV\\PMU\W
challenge me.

¹?MMVKW]ZIOMW]Z[\I\ٺWKPITTMVOMM^MZaWVM
on a weakness or preparation in their area,” said
John Wilborn. “When we discuss an event at
our weekly meeting, the other managers are asking, ‘What about this?’ We encourage dialogue.
And if you believe in what you have planned,
then hold to that.” Photo credit: Jamie Carney

Lessons Learned
What did we learn? You always need to have a plan. Then use all the
resources that you have available, like the IAVM security programs.
IAVM helped put us in touch with the Department of Homeland Security so we would have an actual contact we could reach out and talk
\WWVIZMO]TIZJI[Q[?M_MZM\PMÅZ[\IZMVI\PI\[\IZ\MLLWQVOJIO
check and wanding on the exterior of the building. A lot of facilities let
you get in. We made the decision that we would do it on the exterior,
basically like a stadium. I was very apprehensive about it but Kevin
assured me it would work. It did and we still do it to this day. Now,
instead of wanding, we have a full detector system in place now, like
an airport.
 ?M MVKW]ZIOM W]Z [\I\ ٺW KPITTMVOM M^MZaWVM WV I _MISVM[[ WZ
preparation in their area. When we discuss an event at our weekly
meeting the other managers are asking, what about this? We encourage dialogue. And if you believe in what you have planned then hold
to that.
There are outside parties that will come in and try to get you to
change some things about your event. Just like I’m not a security guy,
they’re not in the events sector either. They don’t know how to conduct
an event. I know just enough about security to get by.
Be strong about your plan and what you have, because at the end of
the day you’ve got to live and die with it. That’s your plan. After that
event is over; everybody leaves. If it’s going to be you, then you need to
win or lose with your plan. FM
John Wilborn is the director of the Curtis Culwell Center in Garland, Texas.
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EXHIBITIONS
& MEETINGS

SAFETY &
SECURITY
INITIATIVE

Organizations, venues get on board the EMSSI. By R.V. Baugus
Sometimes it just takes a car that mishandles a turn and smashes into
your convention center’s front doors to make you realize that your
venue is not impenetrable. If that can happen (and it does, as you are
IJW]\\WÅVLW]\_PI\Q[\WXZM^MV\IVIK\WN TWVM_WTN WZIOZW]X
terrorist attack at a convention center?
That question alone was enough to get the industry heavily involved
QV \PM 7K\WJMZ  TI]VKP WN  \PM -`PQJQ\QWV[ IVL 5MM\QVO[ ;INM\aIVL;MK]ZQ\a1VQ\QI\Q^M-5;;1_PQKPKWV\QV]M[\WM^WT^MQV\WI
model that is soon expected to be shared and used as protocol for the
convention center world, a space where there are literally many doors
\PI\VMMLXZW\MK\QVONWZO]M[\[IVL[\Iٺ
 ¹1]VLMZ[\IVL\PMNZIUM_WZSWN -5;;1º[IQL2WPV)LIU[OMVMZIT
UIVIOMZWN \PM;5/UIVIOML+WTWZILW+WV^MV\QWV+MV\MZQV,MVver. “This is a great work in progress. Right now, the example I would
use is that I have a foundation and maybe a couple of walls up and a
roof but I’m not really sure at the end of the day what kind of house
we’re building.
 ¹4IZZa)ZVI]LM\CM`MK]\Q^MLQZMK\WZWN \PM-`PQJQ\QWV;MZ^QKM[
Contractors Association] asked me to join this group [as a supporting
WZOIVQbI\QWVE1JMKIUM\PMLMNIK\W;5/O]a1V\ITSQVO\W4IZZaQ\
was fascinating about how they were approaching security.”
 )ZVI]LM\ITWVO_Q\P1V\MZVI\QWVIT)[[WKQI\QWVWN -`PQJQ\QWV[IVL
-^MV\[¼8ZM[QLMV\IVL+-7,I^QL,]*WQ[IVL1)>58ZM[QLMV\IVL
+-7 *ZIL 5IaVM \WWS \PM TMIL NWZ -5;;1 IVL KWV\QV]M \W UWTL
the framework for creating security guidelines for convention centers.
-5;;1Q[IX]JTQKXZQ^I\MXIZ\VMZ[PQX\PI\ITQOV[KWV^MV\QWVKMV\MZ
security guidelines with federal programs and the Department of
0WUMTIVL;MK]ZQ\a;INM\a)K\7ٻKM
“The initiative has great potential,” Adams said. “We all talk about
public assembly facilities being a prime target for someone to drive
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something into your building.”
Adams speaks from personal experience about that very scenario,
although fortunately in this case it was not intentional and did not
involve terrorism.
“We did actually have a car drive into our building,” he said. “It
NIQTML\WVI^QOI\MITMN\PIVL\]ZVW\ٺPMZWILIVLLZW^MZQOP\QVW]Z
front doors. It gets you thinking. You can look at these doors and think
that there is some structure to them, but there’s really not much. So,
we started rethinking this. It was at the same time the Paris attacks took
place in November 2015. When Larry then approached me about this
he was already front of mind with us. I thought, this makes a lot of
sense to look at security at a deeper level.”
 )LIU[IKK]ZI\MTaLM[KZQJM[\PMKZ]`JMPQVL-5;;1_PQKPQ[\W\ISM
security at convention centers to a deeper level never before experienced. As he pointed out, his colleagues, mostly in the stadium and
arena sectors where professional teams play, are already mostly under
a solid safety net.
“The NBA, NFL, and MLB all have standards that facilities have to
comply with,” he said. “They all only have one customer. In our case,
in Colorado, we’re doing 75-80 citywide conventions that all have different requirements. I think we will get there, but it’s going to take
more of those brain cells that we have left to do this.
“It makes a lot of sense to pull this whole thing together, though.
I think it makes all the sense in the world. The security paradigm is
really hard for most of us to swallow. It’s kind of like taking a dial-up
modem, what it is, to Wi-Fi, where it needs to be.”
Adams said some conventions that come to his venue bring their
own security team, especially those events with political or controversial speakers. For the most part, though, visiting shows hire locally.
“Where they have to bring in their own people who, let’s be hon-

est, they are getting paid minimum wage, so they aren’t exactly professional as far as being trained security people,” Adams said while
emphasizing that the comment is not meant to disparage. “They are
the ones checking badges as people walk in the doors, and the same
people we’re all going to rely on in case there is an emergency to help
][ÅVL\PW[M[PMT\MZ[º
)[ ^QKM XZM[QLMV\ WN  \PM +WV[]UMZ -TMK\ZWVQK[ ;PW_ WXMZI\QWV[
with the Arlington, Virginia-based Consumer Technology Association
(CTA), Laurie Lutz works with an event that is celebrating its 50th anniversary and has served as the showcase of consumer technology inVW^I\QWV[QVKM!)[\MKPVWTWOaPI[\ISMVW[ٺQVKM\PW[MÅZ[\LIa[
of the show, the need for security is even greater for the CTA’s vendors
and attendees. The same Paris attack in 2015 happened just prior to
her association’s major show at the Las Vegas Convention Center.
“Safety and security has always been a priority as we plan our
event,” she said. “As the largest annual show in the United States, we
have a lot of international attendees and high media attendance. It’s
IPQOPXZWÅTMM^MV\[W_M\ISM[INM\aIVL[MK]ZQ\a^MZa[MZQW][Ta*]\
after the terrorist attacks in Paris and then the attack in San Bernadino
shortly afterward, we decided we had to take a closer look at the plans
that we had in place. We decided to implement some enhanced measures to layer onto that.
“Not knowing what was ahead and that something else could hapXMV _M PIL \W TWWS I\ LQٺMZMV\ [MK]ZQ\a TM^MT[ I[ _MTT ?M MVIK\ML
enhanced measures in a really short amount of time, really under 60
days. We added new elements which included everything from limiting the size and the number of bags that people could carry in to the
show to implementing a bag search. We had enhanced plans around
\PM XMZQUM\MZ WN  \PM KWV^MV\QWV KMV\MZ IVL I [QOVQÅKIV\ QVKZMI[ML
presence with local law enforcement from buses and metro to the armored unit.”
Lutz points all of this out to say that having some established guideTQVM[[]KPI[-5;;1_W]TLPI^MJMMVIL^IV\IOMW][IVLQ[[WUM\PQVO
that has caused the CTA to support the initiative.
“There really aren’t guidelines,” she said. “We didn’t have a plan
\PI\_MKW]TLNWTTW_?MPIL\WÅO]ZMQ\W]\IVL_WZSZMITTaKTW[MTa
with venue security. They also relied on us a lot for the event.
“Knowing that this group is looking to establish some guidelines to
PMTX[PW_UIVIOMZ[XTIV\PMQZ[MK]ZQ\aMٺWZ\Q[OZMI\?M_IV\ML\WJM
a part of that and to share from their experience and learn from each
W\PMZ<PMZM¼[ITW\\WJM[IQLIJW]\\PMLQٺMZMV\\aXM[WN ^MV]M[IVL
\PMLQٺMZMV\\aXM[WN M^MV\[IVLPW_\PI\ITTQ[TIaMZML\WOM\PMZ<PMZM
is a lot of good work to be done. I think we’re just getting started and
\ZaQVO\WÅO]ZMITT\PI\W]\1\¼[IKWV^MZ[I\QWV_WZ\PPI^QVOQN Q\PMTX[
the venues and also helps the show managers. That’s why we wanted
to be a part of it, to add a voice to that and also to learn from that.”
)LIU[IOZMM[\PI\PQ[^MV]MIT[WPI[I[\ISM\WXTIaQV-5;;1IVLQ[
a way to show support to a serious cause.
“I think that as we get further and further into this, it’s going to be
interesting to see how this shakes out,” he said. “With Brad’s leadership at IAVM and knowing facilities as well as he does, I’m hopeful
that we’ll be able to design something that everybody can say, hey,
look, this is kind of a cool piece.”
The urgency for such a security design is present and has been for
some time.
¹6W\[QVKM!PI^M_MPIL\PQ[SQVLWN ZMIK\QWVº4]\b[IQL¹-^erything kind of turned at that point. You realized that it could happen
in a café, in a theater, in your back yard.” FM

About EMSSI:

-5;;1 Q[ \PM KWVL]Q\ NWZ WZOIVQbI\QWV[ IVL QVLQ^QL]IT[ \W XIZticipate in the shared responsibility of addressing industry wide
VMML[NWZ[INM\aIVL[MK]ZQ\a-5;;1ZMXZM[MV\[IVWXXWZ\]VQ\aNWZ
KWUXIVQM[IVLQVLQ^QL]IT[_PWPI^MJMVMÅ\MLNZWU\PMQVL][\Za¼[
growth to give back. The more organizations and individuals contribute to the safety and security of conventions centers and related
venues around the U.S., the greater the industry will prosper for
generations to come.
Today, The Convention Industry Council (CIC) has estimated
that meetings, exhibitions and business travel has an economic imXIK\WN   JQTTQWVLWTTIZ[OMVMZI\QVO !JQTTQWVQV\I`M[IVL
ZMXZM[MV\QVOUQTTQWVRWJ[?MPI^M[MMV]VXZMKMLMV\MLOZW_\P
over the last 7 years and forecasts for the future remain strong. It is
^Q\IT\PI\_MUIQV\IQVM\MZVIT^QOQTIVKMQVW]ZMٺWZ\[\WXZW\MK\\PQ[
economic engine, and more importantly, to ensure the safety of
the millions of people every day that attend and serve this vibrant
community.
 /Q^MV \PM M^MZXZM[MV\ \PZMI\[ _M NIKM NZWU IK\[ WN  \MZZWZQ[U
and other emergencies, our industry requires a coordinated approach to protect our patrons, employees, and economic resources
that incorporates best-in-class security practices in collaboration
with government partners.
 -5;;1 Q[ I X]JTQKXZQ^I\M XIZ\VMZ[PQX \PI\ ITQOV[ KWV^MV\QWV
center security guidelines with federal programs and the DepartUMV\WN 0WUMTIVL;MK]ZQ\a;INM\a)K\7ٻKM

To learn more, or to support this
initiative, please visit us online at
iavm.org/emssi.
IAVM
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WHEN THE

LONE WOLF
PREYS
Countering a lone wolf attack is not easy, but there are
steps to take to diffuse such events. By R.V. Baugus
?PMV1)>58ZM[QLMV\IVL+-7*ZIL5IaVM\ITS[IJW]\\PM-`PQJQ\QWV[IVL5MM\QVO[;INM\aIVL;MK]ZQ\a1VQ\QI\Q^M-5;;1\PI\_I[
launched in October, one of the main reasons he endorses for the safety and security protocols for the convention center world is to combat
the proliferation of lone wolf attacks.
“It is a concern,” Mayne says. “We are seeing more and more of
these types of attacks.”
The numbers don’t lie. According to the American Lone Wolf Terrorism Database, the number of all known American lone wolf attacks
PI[ZQ[MVNZWU\_WQV\PM![\WQV\PM[IVLKW]V\QVO.]Zther, according to the same database, the number killed was none in
the 1950s to 115 in the current decade.
Convention centers typically have more entrance points than other
types of public assembly venues. Through the years these venues have
been sites of protests and demonstrations but thankfully have not been
TWKI\QWV[_PMZMITWVM_WTN PI[IK\MLW]\1VQ\[[QUXTM[\LMÅVQ\QWVI
lone wolf or lone-wolf terrorist is someone who prepares and commits
violent acts alone, outside of any command structure and without ma\MZQITI[[Q[\IVKMNZWUIVaOZW]X0W_M^MZPMWZ[PMUIaJMQVÆ]MVKML
or motivated by the ideology and beliefs of an external group, and
may act in support of such a group.
“These are people who are going to act, generally, without direction,” says Kevin Mattingly, deputy director of the Phoenix Convention Center and an instructor at IAVM’s Academy for Venue Safety &
;MK]ZQ\a¹-[[MV\QITTa\PMa¼ZMVW\IKMTT<PMa¼ZMVW\]VLMZ\PMKWV\ZWT
of someone. They may have prepared themselves because they feel
like they’re going to act someday, but as far as predicting when they’re
OWQVO\WIK\W]\1\PQVS\PI\¼[^MZaLQٻK]T\4WVM_WTN JaLMÅVQ\QWV
is someone who acts unilaterally or alone. That’s why we call them
that. You can have someone who is radicalized and just living their life
below the surface and then you don’t know what might trigger their
decision to act out.”
The lone wolf has been lurking and stalking far too often in recent
years.
Some try to blend in to the crowd they are attacking, to a degree.
On July 12, 2012, gunman James Holmes shot and killed 12 people at
a movie theater in Aurora, Colorado, while dressed in attire from one
of the characters of The Dark Knight Rises movie.
On June 17, 2015, gunman Dylann Roof joined a Wednesday night
XZIaMZ[MZ^QKMI\\PM-UIV]MT)NZQKIV5M\PWLQ[\-XQ[KWXIT+P]ZKPQV
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Charleston, South Carolina, before killing nine worshipers.
On June 12, 2016, Omar Mateen shot and killed 49 people inside
Pulse, a gay nightclub in Orlando, Florida. He was reported to have
attended the club previously and was known to some employees.
A lone wolf must be described as one person, but in the case of
\PM*W[\WV5IZI\PWVJWUJQVOWV)XZQTJZW\PMZ[,bPWSPIZ
Tsarnaev and Tamarlen Tsarnaev were responsible for killing three
civilians when two bombs exploded about 12 seconds apart near the
M^MV\¼[ÅVQ[PTQVM
 7V2]TaO]VUIV5QKIP2WPV[WVÅZML]XWVIVLSQTTMLÅ^M
XWTQKMWٻKMZ[QV,ITTI[_PW_MZMXI\ZWTTQVOIXMIKMN]TLMUWV[\ZI\QWV
against deadly police violence.
There are of course similarities in the above in the sense that all
I\\IKSMZ[ PIL \PMQZ W_V ]VQY]M ZMI[WV[ NWZ _IV\QVO \W QVÆQK\ LMI\P
Then, there are the dissimilarities of the triggers and impulses that led
to the actual actions.
“Something motivates them to act out,” Mattingly said. “You go to
\PMWVMQV/IZTIVL<M`I[_PMZM\PM\_WO]a[_IV\ML\W[PWW\\PM
place up [during an event depicting various drawings of the prophet
Muhammad]. You can say that their motivation was to defend their
religion, from their point of view. You look at the guy in Dallas who
IUJ][PML \PM WٻKMZ[ IVL QV \PQ[ KI[M IVL Q\ _I[ M[[MV\QITTa XWTQKM
violence against African Americans.
“What this tells us is that any number of hot-button social, political,
or religious issues could be what tips the scale for one of these people
and causes them to act out. If we agree that’s the case, then it means
that we have to broaden our scope of awareness beyond mere religious
motivations.”
Mattingly says that such lone wolf attacks do not relate so much to
IVIJQTQ\a\WQVÅT\ZI\MI[U]KPI[\PI\\PW[MQVLQ^QL]IT[¹R][\IZZQ^Mº
“We have an open and inclusive society,” he says. “Many of these
people attack at their own places of employment (such as the San Bernadino shooting). They’re able to walk in the front door. They don’t
ZMITTaQVÅT\ZI\M[WU]KPI[\PMaR][\IZZQ^M<PM[PWW\QVOI\\PMKIZ\WWV
KWV\M[\°\PMaR][\IZZQ^ML\PMaLQLV¼\QVÅT\ZI\M
“We have a society where you can buy a ticket or you can register
for an event. You can drive up to the front door. So, there is no need to
QVÅT\ZI\M<PI\¼[ZMITTa_PaM^MZa\PQVOQ[^]TVMZIJTMJMKI][MaW]LWV¼\
know what the tipping point might be.”
The ability to track such individuals before they rampage is some-
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thing handled on the scope of the FBI and not by common individuals, says Mattingly.
“For the average building… there’s no tracking them,” he says.
¹<PMZM¼[VWQLMV\QNaQVO\PMU<PMZM¼[VWXZWÅTM\PI\Å\[<PMZM¼[VWVM
of these things. You might argue that you can harden your target and
by being a harder target that they’ll choose another target. There
might be some argument to that. It doesn’t mean that another target is
not going to get hit. This is going to be the one that stumps the experts.
The public safety authorities are not going to want to put that message
out. That’s understandable because they don’t want to frighten people.
“You may not always know what the triggers are going to be, but
you can have a general awareness of the world and understand that if
you’re hosting a particular type of event that there might be a heightened security concern related to that so that you can take steps or try
\WKWV^QVKMaW]ZKTQMV\\W\ISM[\MX[_PQKPKIVJM^MZaLQٻK]T\*]\Q\¼[
IJW]\_PMVaW]_ITSQV\PMNZWV\LWWZ_PW¼[\PMÅZ[\XMZ[WVaW]_IV\
\W[MM'1[\PI\XMZ[WVIXWTQKMWٻKMZWZQ[\PI\XMZ[WVQVO]M[\[MZ^QKM[
\WPMTX_Q\P_IaÅVL'º
Mattingly believes that being educated about your own clients is a
P]OMÅZ[\[\MX
¹AW]PI^M\W]VLMZ[\IVLaW]ZW_VKTQMV\[IVL_PI\¼[JMQVOWٺMZMLQV
your own building,” he says. “But picking up or trying to spot someone
who’s been scouting your venue is really hard. I’m looking outside now
IVL_MPI^M\PQ[P]OMPQOP[KPWWTOZW]XPMZM-^MZa\PQZLSQLPI[I
camera. Those that don’t have an actual camera have a cell phone.
<PMa¼ZM\ISQVO[MTÅM[IVLXQK\]ZM[IVL_PI\M^MZ1UMIV1¼U_I\KPQVO
high school kids walking down the street carrying boxes and I don’t
know what the heck is going on.”
Mattingly says the challenge going forward is a unique one of getting into the mindset of a lone wolf.
“Just try to understand what their next move might be,” he says.
“We were focused on bombs on airplanes and they responded with
knives, pistols and assault weapons.
“The message I would put out there for people worried about lone
wolf attacks is that you should worry about that and your best way to
prepare for that is to prepare for the things that you have to face every
day. If you can get good at handling things every day, then the next
step is to get good at handling emergencies that happen maybe once a
month. The better you get at that then the better you’re going to be in
a catastrophic thing that might come along.” FM
IAVM
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SAFETY & SECURITY EDUCATION
And what it means to the Academy for Venue Safety & Security. By John Siehl, CFE
It is early morning, somewhere in Wisconsin. I am sitting in a conference venue with a great view of Lake Michigan. Am I safe and secure?
?MTT1\PQVS[WJ]\QVI_WZTLÅTTML_Q\PZQ[SQVI_WZTL_PMZM_M
invite thousands of people to our facilities, in a world of domestic and
international terror, I am questioning the reality of safe and secure.
Looking at the attributes that add to our feeling of safety and security, there are two main areas that contribute to our comfort level,
or lack thereof. Contributing to this perception of safety are the factors that inherently add to the recognition that the facility itself is safe
and presents, to the public, the reputation of solidarity and comfort.
Comfort is represented by physical attributes that create the feeling of
safety. Our feeling of safety can be enhanced by concrete and steel,
or diminished by an enclosure of cardboard and duct tape. Another
primary factor is the consideration of the Human Factor. In the venue management industry, we ask the general public to come to our
facilities and enjoy themselves. Part of the decision-making process,
conscious or unconscious, is the perception of the facility as it relates
to their personal comfort for customer service, and, ultimately, the appearance of safety for self and others.
Reality is that the venue management industry expects the general
public to visit, spend money and enjoy our facilities. The realm of
our reach is from dance recitals to major concerts, to sporting events,
conferences and meetings and spectacle productions. The invitation to
join us at the facility is open, but, as the industry, we must ensure the
safest and highest level of personal safety that is achievable in the eyes
of the public. How do we do this?
The Academy for Venue Safety & Security (AVSS), to be held on
March 17-21, 2017, can add to your tool box of skills, policies, and
procedures to help ensure the safety and broad security of your patrons and facility. The in-depth curriculum of AVSS has evolved over
the past several years to target a broad spectrum of topics. At AVSS,
an “all hazard approach” is the driving premise of the course development.
Courses are deeply rooted in four primary areas: Risk ManageUMV\-UMZOMVKa8TIVVQVO;MK]ZQ\a7XMZI\QWV[IVL<ZIQVQVO*MTW_
is a brief description of the course content.
Risk Management
:Q[SQ[M^MZa_PMZMIVLQ[MI[QTaLMÅVMLI[]VKMZ\IQV\aIJW]\\PMN]ture. It is important to understand that risks are widespread; they can
be intellectual, property driven, or human threats. AVSS proposes that
risk management is a continual process that should be designed to protect people and property. The academy will help students understand
how to recognize, evaluate, and mitigate risk.
Emergency Planning
Starting with the question, “What is an emergency?”, AVSS will help
\PMI\\MVLMMLMÅVM[Q\]I\QWVITM^MV\[_Q\PQV\PMZMITUWN [M^MZQ\aIVL
ZMKW]Z[M<PMZM[]T\WN \PQ[IVITa[Q[_QTTJMILMÅVML-UMZOMVKa8TIV
,MTQVMI\QVO\PM[XMKQÅK[\MX[IVLIK\QWV[\PI\IZM[MMVI[VMKM[[IZa\W
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XZW\MK\\PMX]JTQK[\IٺIVLNIKQTQ\a\PMXTIVZML]KM[\PMNIKQTQ\aM`posure to emergency situations through preparedness and prevention.
Utilizing tools shared at AVSS, the attendee can minimize or eliminate
harm and damage, provide safety and protection to clients, the public
IVL[\I[ٺM\\PM[\IVLIZL[WN WXMZI\QWV\WUMM\WZM`KMMLUIVLI\ML
regulations, and provide channels of communication to reduce liabilities and loss.
Security Operations
-^MZa LIa ITT LIa _M VMML \W JM ^QOQTIV\ _Q\P W]Z KWVKMZV NWZ \PM
[MK]ZQ\aWN W]ZXI\ZWV[[\IٺIVLNIKQTQ\aQ\[MTN<PMXZQUIZaNWK][WN 
\PMMٺWZ\U][\JMLMTQVMI\ML\W_IZL\PM_PWIVL_PI\_M_IV\\WMVsure the security of. What are our assets? Ask yourself, “Is there really
anything in or related to this facility that would allow for the smooth
IVLMٻKQMV\WXMZI\QWVWN \PMJ][QVM[[QN \PI\I[[M\_MZM\WJMLMMUML
expendable?” This critical question will help you identify all areas of
concern when planning essential protocols, procedures, and standards
that drive the basis of the security operation. The plan is not just about
the people, but encompasses people, the place, and all things, monitored or addressed all the time. We need to assess the level of vulnerability we are willing to accept when instituting the security operation.
Training
As you work your way through the above steps of preparation to ensure the safety and security of your venue, you may well ask “What
now?” The “What Now?” is training. The absolute best plan in the
venue management industry is of no use to anyone sitting on a shelf,
neglected from the time of printing. Awareness of Risk Management,
-UMZOMVKa8TIVVQVOIVL;MK]ZQ\a7XMZI\QWV[Q[IUWW\XWQV\QN Q\[Q\[
QLTMQVaW]ZUQVLWZWV\PM[PMTN-[\IJTQ[PQVO\PMXWTQKQM[XZWKML]ZM[
and protocols is a big task, but the real task begins with the training to
the plan as a whole. In the AVSS model, training runs the entire scope,
starting with the initial orientation of employees to the venue to the
XW[[QJQTQ\aWN N]TT[KITMM`MZKQ[M[KWWZLQVI\ML_Q\PTWKITÅZ[\ZM[XWVLMZ[
and emergency agencies. The time to train is now, not when the bad or
even marginal event occurs. Training covers the most basic slip and fall
report to the coordinated response to a catastrophic event.
In the end, what does safe and secure really mean? It means we are
ready, ready as an industry, ready as a venue, prepared as departments
IVL[I\Q[ÅMLI[QVLQ^QL]IT[\PI\1IUZMILa_QTTQVOIVLIJTM\WXMZNWZU
to the best of my ability in the event of an incident, small or large.
Is your venue safe and secure? The Academy for Venue Safety & SecuZQ\aKIVPMTXXZW^QLM\PMVMKM[[IZa\WWT[NWZaW]IVLaW]Z[\I\ٺWN]VKtion and respond to any event that you may be confronted with. FM

John Siehl, CFE, is chair of the IAVM Safety & Security Committee.
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ELECTION YEAR SAFETY
Steps to create a safe and secure gathering during an election year. By Josh Layne
The San Diego Convention Center hosted a political rally in May
2016 for one of the candidates during the presidential primaries. The
candidate was Donald Trump.
The rally was anticipated to be upwards of 12,000 to 20,000 in
attendance, with the potential that it could be met by a sizable group
of protesters.
Although we had the unusual advantage of having two weeks notice
before it was held, the nature of these kinds of events can bring some
[MZQW][KPITTMVOM[\WIKWV^MV\QWVKMV\MZ-^MZaWVMQV^WT^MLPIL\PMQZ
own goals.
Our purpose was to serve as a premiere and safe gathering place,
providing excellent customer service to our client and their guests. The
event organizers’ concern was their candidate and what the news cameras would see. The U.S. Secret Service protective details were focused
on the safety of the candidate, concerned with details on the screening
process of the crowd, the physical safety of the secured space inside,
and the routes out of the venue.
Therefore, it was up to us as the facility managers to ensure the important aspects like crowd management, the protection of the building
assets, employee safety, incident response, and emergency planning. A
major campaign rally such as this one called for a joint plan that was
developed in close collaboration with our local police department and
ÅZ[\ZM[XWVLMZ[
)[_MVMIZML\PMM^MV\LI\MW]Z[\I_ٺI[IJTM\WLM^MTWX[QOVQÅKIV\
intelligence on what to expect. Four days prior, Trump held a rally
in a nearby southern California city, which was met with a sizable
protest that escalated. It caused property damage and overwhelmed
the local police force with the combined crowd size of attendees and
demonstrators.
The Plan
Based on this information, several key decisions were made. First, our
XZM[QLMV\+-7UILM\PMLMKQ[QWV\WILL\_WILLQ\QWVITPITT[NWZ\PM
event that would be used to queue the line of guests inside of the venue
and keep them separated from any potential protesters outside of the
building. The second decision by the San Diego Police Department
_I[\WKWZLWVW\ٺPMJ]QTLQVOM`\MZQWZIVLKTW[MITIZOMXWZ\QWVWN \PM
main road in front of the convention center, which would accommodate the protest group while keeping them separate from the arriving
attendees.
When we were planning the crowd management portion of the
event, it was decided that the organizer would only be focused on the
interior of their leased space. Two days out from the rally date, we
made the decision to directly hire additional event security to manage
the crowd and recuperate the cost from the client’s incidental coverage. The event security team would be responsible for screening the
initial building entry and managing the line inside of the exhibit halls,
while our in-house security focused on securing the unused portions
of the building and overall asset protection. Thanks to an excellent
partnership with our local providers, we were able to hire a competent

Photo provided by San Diego Convention Center

team of security professionals with little advanced notice.
The responsibility of the area outside our venue went into the capable hands of the San Diego Police, who were augmented with per[WVVMT NZWU \PM ;IV ,QMOW +W]V\a ;PMZZQ [¼ٺ,MXIZ\UMV\IVL NZWU
[M^MZITTI_MVNWZKMUMV\WٻKMZ[NZWUVMQOPJWZQVOKQ\QM[1V[QLM\PMZM
_I[ IV ILLQ\QWVIT XWTQKM NWZKM NZWU \PM KQ\a¼[ ;XMKQIT -^MV\[ <MIU
_PWIZMWٻKMZ[\PI\IZMIKK][\WUML\W_WZSQVOUIRWZM^MV\[_Q\PQV
the convention center.
The Event
At the entry point, we placed a team of event security guards who
screened out contraband items before allowing guests to enter the
building. They had large bins that allowed guests to discard any items
which were not permitted. Before an item could be discarded in a bin,
the guard at the post was required to clear it as “safe.” This involved
opening any bags to show they were not a potential threat and displaying their contents. While this process took a little bit of extra time,
it did not hinder the quick entrance of our guests. The fact that our
XWTQKMWٻKMZ[_MZM_ITSQVO\PM[QLM_ITS[QVNWZUQVOI\\MVLMM[WN _PI\
would not be allowed inside, helped to speed this process along greatly.
Inside of the hall where the line was queued, there was another team
of event security and a team of our San Diego Convention Center
/]M[\ ;MZ^QKM[ \QKSM\ \ISMZ[ UIVIOQVO \PM MV\ZIVKM \W \PM [MK]ZML
[XIKM1V[QLMWN \PMZITTaPITT[;MKZM\;MZ^QKM;IV,QMOW8WTQKM7ٻcers, and the candidate’s own traveling security team were responsible
for managing the space.
On the day of the rally, employees were all scheduled to arrive for
_WZS\_W\WNW]ZPW]Z[XZQWZ\W\PMM^MV\\QUM8WTQKMWٻKMZ[_MZMITT
WVXW[\MIZTQMZ\PIV\PI\_Q\P\PMÅZ[\WٻKMZ[IZZQ^QVOQV\PMXZMLI_V
hours, with the full force on duty about four hours before the 2 p.m.
start time. This was necessary since the rally crowd began to line up
four hours prior as well.
About an hour before the scheduled start of the event, a sizable
protest group had formed and began marching toward the convention center. Our law enforcement partners managed this portion and
KPIVVMTML \PM OZW]X QV\W \PM LMUWV[\ZI\QWV IZMI _PQKP N]TÅTTML Q\[
role as planned.
Several arrests were made outside, and police eventually dispersed
the crowd that night. The plan was considered a complete success as
the rally was held without incident inside the building.
The key to our success was simply collaboration. Thanks to the exKMTTMV\XTIVVQVOIVLZM[XWV[MNZWUW]ZTWKITXWTQKMIVLW]Z[\I\ٺPM
WVTa LIUIOM \PI\ _I[ []ٺMZML Ja W]Z NIKQTQ\a _I[ I JML WN  XTIV\[
which were trampled near the demonstration area. Within 24 hours
after the rally, the convention center was ready to move in our next
client, who felt no impact from this major undertaking. FM

Josh Layne is the Director of Security Guest Services at the San Diego Convention
Center and also sits on IAVM’s Industry Security Council.
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PAMC:
THE GOLD
STANDARD
& ITS SILVER
ANNIVERSARY
Education and networking remain staples for a performing arts group
that has experienced success through the years. By Kelly Pedone
<_MV\aÅ^MaMIZ[IOWIOZW]XWN XMZNWZUQVOIZ\[UIVIOMZ[KWJJTML
together a professional conference in Chicago that attracted fewer
than 100 people. Workshop presenters were recruited among the attendees. The budget was close to nothing. Sponsors could be counted
on one hand.
Today the Performing Arts Managers Conference (PAMC) is one
of the more vibrant professional development conferences under the
IAVM umbrella.
“We were craving for something like this and the conference just
JTI[\ML Wٺº [Ia[ :WJaV ?QTTQIU[ M`MK]\Q^M LQZMK\WZ WN  8WZ\TIVL¼
Centers for the Arts. “It gave us a voice in IAVM that we never had.”
Williams was one of the founding members of PAMC and will return
to where it all started February 27 through March 1 in the Windy City.
5WZM\PIVUIVIOMZ[IVLIٻTQI\MZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M[IZMM`XMK\ML\W
attend.
PAMC has developed credibility over its 25-year history, not only
among the people who work in the performing arts sector, but also
among industry experts, allied partners, and sponsors, Williams says.
Prior to PAMC, managers attended the general facility manager
conferences and sat among professionals who operate large arenas,
stadiums, and convention centers. While there was always valuable
information at those meetings, there is a greater sense of understanding when you are among like-minded professionals who experience
the same unique situations and challenges within the performing arts
community, she says.
“We are a relatively small group of people,” she says of performing
26 Facility Manager Magazine

arts managers. “When we were at the larger conferences we found and
grabbed each other to talk about the issues we were experiencing. We
developed a strong network of colleagues. We are a very collaborative
group by nature, so once PAMC started it was nice to sit across from a
table with someone who could relate directly to you.”
Performing arts centers are unique from other venues because they
IZMVW\PWUM\WI[XMKQÅK\MVIV\_PQKPQ[KWUUWV_Q\PIZMVI[IVL
stadiums. Their mission today tends to be more community driven,
Williams says. Finding new sources of revenue, keeping buildings sustainable, and creating programs that attract a diverse community are
issues that all performing arts managers like to discuss with each other.
“We no longer look at ourselves as this ‘high-brow’ segment in the
community as we had done traditionally,” Williams says. “We are trying to be part of the community’s fabric and not come across as some
exclusive club. That’s a little bit of a mind shift for some of our colleagues so being able to network within our industry is essential.”
Over the course of the conference, attendees can choose from various workshops ranging in topics from ethics to the handling of service
animals that accompany guests. Security, concessions, front-of-house,
and innovations in stage lighting are other workshop sessions planned
this year.
 -^MV\[ IZM [KPML]TML NWZ ^IZQW][ ^MV]M[ \PZW]OPW]\ +PQKIOW QVcluding the historic Auditorium Theater at Roosevelt University, the
Harris Theater at Millennium Park, and the Chicago Shakespeare
Theater at the Navy Pier. A black-and-white gala reception is also
planned to give attendees an opportunity to network with one another.

“We were craving for something like this, and the conference just
JTI[\MLWٺº[IQL:WJaV?QTTQIU[WVMWN \PMNW]VLQVOUMUJMZ[
of the Performing Arts Managers Conference. “It gave us a voice
in IAVM that we never had.” Photo credit: Bruce Challgren

Larry Henley, PAMC chairperson and director of artistic programming at the UNLV Performing Arts Center, says the biggest change in
the conference over the years has been the growth of programming.
“It used to be that everyone did the same thing, sat in the same work
sessions and lectures,” he says. “Now we have more concurrent ses[QWV[IVLXZWOZIU[[XMKQÅKNWZM`MK]\Q^MTMILMZ[PQXI[_MTTI[MUMZOing professionals.”
 7VM WN  \PM UWZM XWX]TIZ WٺMZQVO[ I\ 8)5+ Q[ I JIKS[\IOM JWW\
camp. This is an opportunity for professionals to get their hands dirty
and get back to the basics of what it’s like operating a performing arts
venue.
Jack Hagler, partner with Schuler Shook in Dallas, was asked to
LW\PMÅZ[\JWW\KIUX[M[[QWVI\\PM!!8)5+\PI\\WWSXTIKMQV
,ITTI[<PI\ÅZ[\[M[[QWVNWK][MLWVTQOP\QVOZQOOQVOIVLW\PMZ[\IOM
jobs that many managers have little to no hands-on experience with
these days. What makes the boot camp so unique, Hagler says, is that
attendees are actually pulling ropes, setting lights, and hanging stage
curtains. It’s not simply information shared with them in a classroom
[M\\QVO J]\ I N]TTÆMLOML XZIK\QK]U \PI\ OM\[ UIVIOMZ[ W]\ WN  \PMQZ
WٻKM[IVLJIKSWV\W\PM[\IOM
“Boot camp has remained a huge attraction for attendees,” Hagler
says. “It’s good to remind managers what it takes to be in the trenches.”
Boot camp, which one year was presented as an Iron Chef-style
competition to get managers thinking about food service, has gone
from being a pre-conference extra session to part of the three-day con-

ference. One reason for that is the necessity to reduce the conference
length from three-and-a-half days to two-and-a-half, Henley says. It is
a part of the conference that attendees have grown to expect so orgaVQbMZ[PI^MPIL\WÅVL_Ia[\W[Y]MMbMUWZMQV\WNM_MZPW]Z[_Q\PW]\
depleting the quality.
“Travel budgets are not what they used to be so we want to keep this
I[IٺWZLIJTM\WW]ZUMUJMZ[I[XW[[QJTMºPM[Ia[¹1JMTQM^M_MPI^M
continued to meet our colleagues’ expectations and standards.”
Still, there is no lack in programming and networking opportunities.
Where organizers depended on industry veterans to lead workshops
those early years, today more and more presenters come from outside
theater and venue management.
“The schedule isn’t as lengthy but the quality is still excellent,”
0MVTMa[Ia[¹?MIZM[\QTTIJTM\WWٺMZ^MZaQVLMX\P[M[[QWV[NMI\]ZQVO
many of the best professionals in the business.”
One tradition the conference has maintained has been to highlight
the performing arts history of the host city. When PAMC took place
in New York, for example, the focus was Broadway. This year’s conference will focus on the history of theater in Chicago and includes a
XZM[MV\I\QWVNZWU;KW\\+ZW[[ÅMTLWN <PMI\ZM8ZWRMK\[
The rise in number of corporate sponsors is another positive change
PAMC organizers have experienced. Where they were happy to get
sponsorship deals around $5,000 in the past, today IAVM is garnering
[XWV[WZ ZM^MV]M[ ]X_IZL \W  UISQVO Q\ I XZWÅ\IJTM M^MV\
Hagler says. The event has shown such great success, he says, that
corporate sponsors come to them instead of PAMC having to recruit
IAVM
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Happy 25th PAMC
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TO THE

PERFORMING ARTS
MANAGERS CONFERENCE,
& EVERYONE WHO HAS CONTRIBUTED TO ITS SUCCESS,
FROM THE TEAM AT IAVM HEADQUARTERS:

CONGRATULATIONS
ON 25 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE
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\PMU <PW[M XZWÅ\[ IZM ][ML \W XZW^QLM [KPWTIZ[PQX[ NWZ aW]VO IVL
emerging professionals.
?PI\PI[V¼\KPIVOMLQV\PMaMIZ[[QVKM\PI\ÅZ[\UMM\QVOQ[\PM
comradery among attendees and those within the performing arts
ÅMTL3VW_QVO\PI\aW]IZMVW\ITWVM_Q\PaW]ZKPITTMVOM[Q[WVMWN 
the biggest reasons to attend PAMC, says Leslee Stewart, vice chairman of the Performing Arts Sector Committee.
“Our time together in smaller groups allow us to speak freely about
what everyone else is doing, whether it be change management, mo\Q^I\QVO[\IٺWZLMITQVO_Q\PXI\ZWV[º;\M_IZ\[Ia[¹?MITTPI^M[W
much in common, so much to share, and still so much to learn regardless of how little or how much time we have been in this business.”
The closeness of PAMC attendees and performing arts managers
is something that sets them apart from other venue professionals. The
V]UJMZWN UIVIOMZ[Q[ZMTI\Q^MTa[UITT·\W?QTTQIU[[Ia[

Colleagues don’t tend to view themselves as competitors, so there is a
great sense of collaboration within the industry.
Hagler agrees and says that is why anyone who has not made the
decision to attend should make plans to do so. The networking opportunities are priceless. And that has been the key to PAMC’s success
over its 25 year history.
 ¹.ZWUaW]ZÅZ[\KWVNMZMVKM\WaMIZ[LW_V\PMZWILaW]M[\IJTQ[P
relationships that will endure your career,” he says. “You have the opportunity to meet managers from all types of facilities.
“The theater family sticks together. Whether you stay in management or move into consulting, the time will come when we will all work
for each other and will meet several times throughout our careers.”
FM
Kelly Pedone is a freelance writer based in Charlottesville, Virginia.

THE DREAM LIVES ON IN RODNEY SMITH’S LEGACY
By R.V. Baugus
This year’s 25th anniversary celebration of the Performing Arts Managers Conference (PAMC) in Chicago would never be complete without remembering one of the sector and industry legends in Rodney
Smith, who passed away in 2011 at age 58. Forever known as the man
who coined the phrase “Living the Dream” and who in fact
proceeded to live that dream every day of his life, Smith
was mostly tied to the Denver performing arts scene
before moving on to San Antonio to help open
the Tobin Center for the Performing Arts.
“Rodney Smith’s name is almost synonymous with the Performing Arts Managers
Conference,” said Robyn Williams, executive director for the Portland’5 Centers
for the Arts and one of Smith’s long-time
NZQMVL[¹0MI\\MVLML\PM^MZaÅZ[\WVM
in Chicago in 1992. We had virtually no
budget at the time so we were calling all
of our friends and asking, ‘Are you coming to Chicago? Will you be a speaker?’
“Naturally, Rodney was tapped for
a session and there was no stopping his
involvement in PAMC. He hosted the
third gathering in Denver and was involved in every PAMC in some way, shape,
or form until he passed away. His real claim
to fame was always facilitating the town halls.
His quick wit and hilarious comments combined
with a ton of venue knowledge made him irreplaceable as its impresario.
“No one loved education more than Rodney Smith and
he was PAMC’s biggest advocate for getting students involved by
working to get free registration so local college students could attend.
The high attendance of students at PAMC today are largely the result
of his early involvement.
“Rodney’s passion for performing arts venue management and our
industry was second to none. When asked ‘How are you?’ he always
responded with ‘Living the dream!’”

It was a response that Smith’s wife, Donna, knew very well. She
traveled to the Venue Management School (VMS) at Oglebay last year
to receive the Ray Ward Award on her husband’s behalf.
“I knew Mr. Ward and that Rodney considered him sort of the father of the industry in so many ways and someone Rodney
KW]TL I[S I LQٻK]T\ Y]M[\QWV \Wº [PM [IQL ¹1 _I[ [W
\W]KPML ?PMV 1 _I[ VW\QÅML \PI\ \PMa _IV\ML \W
honor Rodney, I just blurted out ‘I want to come!’
As a spouse, you don’t go unless you are there
on a vacation. For so many years your partner disappears every June. They said that of
course I could come and accept the award.
“I accepted the award and asked if I
could speak. It is part of my healing, I
think. Rodney wants me to move forward in my life and would not want me
sitting in the corner moping. It is part of
our pleasure and part of our duty. It is
a chance to connect people to Rodney
a little bit deeper than if they just read
something.”
As she prepares a move from Denver
to Orange County in California (“…not
far from the Segerstrom Center for the
Arts,” she notes) to be closer to siblings and
her mother, Donna recalls the message that she
delivered to Oglebay students last year.
 ¹<WUIZSÅ^MaMIZ[WN PQ[XI[[QVO_Q\P\PMNZQMVL[
who still cared and to see how they are teaching was so
meaningful to me,” Donna said. “The volunteers don’t give
for two years; they give for decades. The students need to understand
how privileged they are. They now have a support system. They now
have friends and colleagues that they can call at any time. They now
have a new world surrounding them.
 ¹1I[SML\PM[\]LMV\[\WOWJIKS\W\PMQZKWUU]VQ\QM[UISMILQٺMZence, and live their dream.”
Just as Rodney Smith did. FM
IAVM
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Daily dedication to TLC produces ageless venues.
By Pete Radowick
To the world outside of facility management, there’s nothing at all
sexy about routine maintenance.
But to those who operate within the realm of venue operations, the
fruit that comes from providing tender loving care to your buildings is
a beautiful thing, man.
In Houston, they’re throwing around a lot of round numbers these
days where its convention and performing arts venues are concerned.
<PM /MWZOM : *ZW_V +WV^MV\QWV +MV\MZ PW[\[ ;]XMZ *W_T 41 QV
.MJZ]IZaIVLUIZS[Q\[\PIVVQ^MZ[IZa\PQ[NITT
 1V,MKMUJMZIZMN]ZJQ[PUMV\WN \PM/:*_I[KWUXTM\ML_Q\P\PM
addition of a new grand façade, creation of a pedestrian plaza, develWXUMV\WN Å^MXMZUIVMV\ZM[\I]ZIV\[IVL\PMWXMVQVOWN \PM
room Marriott Marquis on December 26. Collectively, the campus is
being called Avenida Houston, a nod to the street name on which the
/:*ZM[QLM[
Meanwhile, on the other edge of downtown Houston, Wortham
<PMI\MZ+MV\MZKMTMJZI\M[\PMJQOQV5Ia<PQ[XI[\NITTIOWTLMV
anniversary bash was thrown in honor of Jones Hall for the Performing Arts and its 50 years in show business.
That’s a lot of birthday candles.
 0W][\WV.QZ[\+WZXWZI\QWVUIVIOM[MIKPWN \PM[MPQOPXZWÅTMU]nicipal buildings. It also contracts with a great cake baker, but there’s
VM^MZ aM\ JMMV I JQZ\PLIa JI[P \PI\ KIV UI[S \PM MٺMK\[ WN  NIKQTQ\a
neglect.
They hear it all the time at Houston First: “This building is how
old? No way!”
Houston First management knows the secret to enjoying the fun
times, like the Super Bowl, is to take care of the basics. Consistent
building management is the strict adherence to maintenance schedules
and thoughtful implementation of capital equipment replacement.
There’s nothing glamorous in that game plan, there’s no secret formula, there’s no cutting corners.
And that, in a nutshell, is the key to good facility management.
Houston First is glad to share a few of its beauty secrets.
‘Clean As You Go’
 ,I^QL7[\MZPW]\·WZ,I^M7I[PMQ[IٺMK\QWVI\MTaSVW_V\WJW\P
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colleagues and
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clients – arrived
ed
I\\PM/MWZOM:
:
Brown in 1989,
89,
two years afterr it
opened, and has
been running operations there ever
since. (He planss to retire in May – someone
call the cake baker!)
aker!)
At nearly 2 million gross
[Y]IZM NMM\ \PM
WVM
M /:* Q[ WVM
of the largest convention centers in the country.
untry. It resembles
the world’s largest
gest ocean liner, only 50
percent bigger. Inside, a seemingly never-ending ribbon
on of sea-blue carpet runs
1,600 feet from stem to stern – that’s more
\PIVÅ^MNWW\JITTÅMTL[
ITTÅMTL[
But being super-sized isn’t what counts
in Osterhout’s view. The appropriate execution of fundamentals is
_PI\SMMX[\PM/:*[PQX[PIXMLIaQVLIaW]\
“No matter what kind of facility you have, or how big it is, there are
certain principles that apply universally,” Osterhout said. “First, you
must practice preventative maintenance.
“Second, know the life cycles of your equipment,” he continued.
“Third, test your equipment frequently.
 ¹)VLÅVITTaJMKWUMMٻKQMV\QVM^MZaXPI[MWN MVMZOaKWV[]UX\QWVIVLOM\4--,KMZ\QÅMLº
 <PMÅZ[\I`QWUQ[\Z]MI\NIKQTQ\QM[I[LQٺMZMV\I[IKWV^MV\QWVKMV\MZ
and a symphony hall.
“We operate under the philosophy of ‘clean as you go, repair as you
go’,” Osterhout said. “When people come here in 2016 on a site visit
for an event taking place in 2019, they want the facility to look the
same way in three years.
“Maintaining your building is part of your customer’s experience,”

Willie Scott applies elbow grease to polishing globes
outside Wortham Center. Photo provided by Houston First.

he added. “We want them to talk [positively] about us after they leave.”
7[\MZPW]\][ML\PM/MWZOM:*ZW_V¼[JQOOM[\KTQMV\\PM1V\MZVItional Quilt Market and Festival, as an illustration.
“Quilts has been coming here every year since we opened the building, but they never ask us if we’re performing proper maintenance.
7^MZ \PM KW]Z[M WN   aMIZ[ \PMa R][\ M`XMK\ Q\ <PI\¼[ \PM TM^MT WN 
performance we give our customers.”
Osterhout strongly recommended that facility managers know their
equipment inside and out.
“We do a thermographic inspection of all our systems to identify
potential hot spots,” he said. “This kind of life cycle analysis drives our
budget. For example, we just replaced our original chillers this year.
We were able to get 29 years out of them and they’re rated for 20.
“With all these systems, there’s a break-even point after which you
get a big return on investment. You have to understand the life of your

equipment.”
Another equipment tip is to obtain, if you haven’t already done so,
variable speed drives on air handlers, water pumps, and boilers to dial
down the energy load during non-peak periods.
 )ÅVITKI]\QWVIZaVW\MNZWU,I^M7"
 ¹-^MZaMY]QXUMV\[ITM[UIVKWUM[\WaW]ZWٻKMNWZWVMZMI[WV·\W
sell you something. But don’t buy a costly piece of equipment from
\PMÅZ[\O]a_PWOQ^M[aW]IXIKSWN OWTN JITT[,WaW]ZW_VZM[MIZKP
ÅZ[\º
Cleanliness Part of the Ticket Price
Like Osterhout, Mario Ariza has been cleaning things up in Houston’s Theater District for decades, and he, too, takes a decidedly proactive role to keeping his facilities pristine.
 )ZQbI 0W][\WV .QZ[\¼[ KPQMN  WXMZI\QVO WٻKMZ NWZ \PMI\MZ[ K]\ PQ[
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Photo provided by Houston First.

teeth in facility care, starting as maintenance supervisor at Wortham
Center in 1991. He has no qualms about getting down and dirty.
“We share with our team our expectations about facility maintenance,” Ariza said. “What seems clean to you may not seem clean
to someone else. These bathrooms are the cleanest in the city. I clean
mine at home once a week. Here, we do it four times a day, whether
there’s a performance or not.
 ¹<PI\¼[_Pa1\ISMWٺUaRIKSM\X]\WVZ]JJMZOTW^M[IVLOM\QV
there and show them how to clean a bathroom. You don’t just wipe a
damp cloth across a counter. You start at the top and work your way to
the bottom. And you can’t be afraid
to put your hand in the toilet bowl.
“People coming here have an expectation that they’re coming to a
nice, clean place. It comes with the
ticket price.”
Ariza has used clever tactics over the years to ensure a clean facility.
“I used to hide yellow Post-it notes behind the toilet bowl and other
PIZL\WÅVL[XW\[\PI\K][\WLQIV[KW]TLZMLMMUNWZKI[P*]\\PMaIT[W
had an expiration date on them, so if you weren’t doing deep cleaning
WVILIQTaJI[Q[aW]_W]TLV¼\ÅVL\PMUºPM[IQL
Ariza requires monthly inspections of Wortham Center and Jones
Hall, with his managers inspecting the front of the house for carpet
tears, burned-out bulbs, spill stains, and anything else visible to the
public. The contractor, TD Industries, is responsible for the nuts and
bolts behind the scenes – HVAC, electrical, and plumbing.
Ariza said it’s the responsibility of every employee to keep facilities
looking top notch.
 ¹)VaWVMWVW]Z[\IٺKIVKZMI\MI_WZSWZLMZ\WZMXTIKMITQOP\J]TJ
or a stopped-up toilet,” he said. “They don’t have to run a problem up
\PMÆIOXWTM\W\PMQZ[]XMZ^Q[WZ?MMUXW_MZM^MZaWVMQV\PMJ]QTLQVO
to be their own boss.”
He also urged facility managers everywhere to take the pulse of
their patrons.
“We survey ours annually and incorporate their suggestions into
the budget,” he said. “We think we know best, but our patrons often
disagree. Their feedback has resulted in more lobby seating, better signage and we now open our buildings earlier and keep them open later
so patrons can linger.”
Ariza has been instrumental in plotting the course of Jones Hall for
nearly half of its 50 years. This has included negotiating uncharted
_I\MZ[[]KPI[\PM<ZWXQKIT;\WZU)TTQ[WVÆWWLQVO\PI\_QXML
out the lower-level infrastructure at Jones Hall. Despite the damage,
the hall reopened in three months without loss of any performance
dates. Another project of note was the replacement, in 2004, of every
travertine marble panel that clads the building – 1,021 to be exact.

Pay-as-you-go Promotes Managerial Focus
*ZMVLI *IbIV Q[ 0W][\WV .QZ[\¼[ KPQMN  ÅVIVKQIT WٻKMZ )[ \PM KWZporation’s foremost bean counter, she might be construed as the one
who says “no” to routine maintenance and repairs. And that would
be wrong.
“We talk about the budget all year long so none of the maintenance
needs comes as a surprise,” Bazan said. “It’s not like we talk about it
in October during the budget prep period and then don’t talk about it
again until the following October. It’s not like that at all.”
Houston First receives a long-term maintenance and capital needs
projection from each facility and
matches it against the corporation’s
TWVO\MZU ÅVIVKQIT UWLMT 6W\PQVO
groundbreaking there. What is unusual, Bazan said, is Houston First’s
pay-as-you-go model.
“We don’t issue debt for routine
UIQV\MVIVKMº[PM[IQL¹?M[I^MW]ZXMVVQM[]V\QT_MKIVIٺWZL\W
pay for repairs. We have to be able to operate in a healthy economy as
well as during lean times.
 ¹<PI\¼[ _Pa W]Z ÅVIVKQIT UWLMTQVO Q[ [W QUXWZ\IV\ 8MWXTM¼[ MaMbrows go up and their eyes get wide when I tell them we’re pay-as-yougo. It’s also a big plus for us with credit agencies, by the way.”
Facility managers, like Dave Osterhout and Mario Ariza, are expected to come to the budget table having done their homework.
What’s a safety issue that has to be addressed now? What major repair
QV\PMXQXMTQVMKIVVW\JMLMTIaML'?PI\KIVJMÅ`MLQV[\MILWN ZMplaced? What is merely a “wish list” enhancement that can wait?
“We have a strong team [of managers], and that allows us to talk
freely at budget time,” Bazan said.
Diligent maintenance is ingrained in Houston First’s culture. It’s
the responsibility of everyone on the corporate ladder, from custodian
\W+-7
It’s a mindset that gives their facilities a perpetual youthful glow. FM

“People coming here have an expectation
that they’re coming to a nice, clean place.
It comes with the ticket price.”
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Pete Radowick is the brand manager for Houston First Corporation.
ABOUT HOUSTON FIRST CORPORATION
0W][\WV .QZ[\ WXMZI\M[ \PM KQ\a¼[ ÅVM[\ KWV^MV\QWV IVL IZ\[ NIKQTQ\QM[ \W XW[Q\QWV
Houston as a world-class destination. In 2014, Houston First and the Greater
Houston Convention and Visitors Bureau aligned operations to create a single voice
representing the city under the brand Visit Houston. Houston First owns the Hilton
Americas-Houston hotel, manages the George R. Brown Convention Center, and 10
city-owned properties, and is a driving force in developing the new Avenida Houston
entertainment district. Learn more at HoustonFirst.com and VisitHouston.com.

HIGHER STAKES
Safe rigging for arenas.

1V 2]VM  I \W_MZP]VO [XMISMZ _MQOPQVO  XW]VL[ NMTT W ٺI
98-foot-high light standard at Tim Hortons Field in Hamilton, Ontario. Fortunately, no event was scheduled in the outdoor stadium at the
time; a maintenance crew was out of harm’s way.
Such an accident highlights the potential danger posed by anything suspended overhead in arenas or stadiums, including speakers
or scoreboards. With in-house A/V systems becoming larger, heavier
and more complicated, ensuring their safe installation is a greater chalTMVOM1UXZW^MLZQOOQVOXZIK\QKM[_W]TLJMIXZWIK\Q^MJMVMÅKQIT[\MX
Raising Expectations
“Touring productions are raising consumers’ expectations of entertainment systems in arenas and stadiums,” says Kevin Day, associate
principal at WJHW in Dallas, Texas. WJHW designs A/V, acoustical,
and technical systems; Day has worked on such projects for 18 years.
Today he says these venues want concert-quality technology with
\PM ÆM`QJQTQ\a \W ILR][\ [W]VL IVL ^QLMW NWZ LQٺMZMV\ [MI\QVO KWVLQtions, like a half house. “We’re expected to advance the art by providing something comparable to touring shows.”
Day helped design the A/V systems for the new U.S. Bank Stadium in Minneapolis that opened in 2016. It includes approximately 60
[XMISMZTWKI\QWV[IVL[Y]IZMNMM\WN 0,4-,LQ[XTIa[<PM
main scoreboard is 8,100 square feet.
An A/V project of this size and complexity often involves numerous contractors and sub-contractors, with the scoreboard, video, and
[W]VL MIKP ZQOOML Ja I LQٺMZMV\ KWUXIVa ,M[XQ\M ZQOOQVO¼[ QUXWZtance, it rarely gets much attention – until something goes wrong.
Not an Afterthought
“Rigging is frequently just an afterthought, considered only a means
to an end,” says Dave Piccola, director of venue installations with
Mountain Productions in Wilkes-Barre, PA. “Price is often a greater
consideration than safety when deciding who will rig this equipment.”
He believes that anything hung or mounted inside a venue should
ÅZ[\ZMY]QZMI[M\WN LZI_QVO[·ZM^QM_MLIVL[\IUXMLJaIVMVOQVMMZ
– that indicate how those elements should be properly hung.
5W]V\IQV 8ZWL]K\QWV[¼ ,QZMK\WZ WN  -VOQVMMZQVO 8I]T ;MZSW[Sa
8-TMIL[I\MIUWN MVOQVMMZ[IVL+),WXMZI\WZ[\PI\\ISM\PM\QUM
necessary to ensure safe drawings and stamped prints. Mountain also
MVKW]ZIOM[ITTKWUXIVQM[\WKWV[]T\_Q\PW]\[QLMMVOQVMMZQVOÅZU[\W
ZM^QM_IVa_WZS<PQ[[\MXQ[M`\ZMUMTaJMVMÅKQITI[Q\ILL[IVW\PMZ
level of security and quality assurance during the design process.
Before an owner or arena management company hires out any rigging work, Piccola recommends they ask if they’re really getting the
safest installation for their dollar. “Decision-makers should ensure that
the company selected has the experience, credentials and engineering
to back up their work,” he explains.
Piccola sees some venues acting more proactively on this topic than
others. “Without an industry mandate, it’s being driven by the desire
for greater safety,” he notes. “It takes time.” The safety push is more
XZM^ITMV\QVTIZOMZKQ\QM[#8QKKWTIKZMLQ\[\PQ[QVXIZ\\WIL^WKIKaMٺWZ\[
Ja\PM1V\MZVI\QWVIT)TTQIVKMWN <PMI\ZQKIT;\IOM-UXTWaMM[1)<;-
the stagehands’ union.

By Patrick Finn

Theatrical Roots
<PMIL^WKIKaWN 1)<;-Q[VW[]ZXZQ[M#\PM\PMI\ZMQVL][\ZaPI[TWVO
been aware of the safety risks inherent with overhead elements like
moving scenery, curtains and lights. Safety-focused industry training
QVKT]LM[\PM-V\MZ\IQVUMV\<MKPVQKQIV+MZ\QÅKI\QWV8ZWOZIU-<+8
ILUQVQ[\MZMLJa\PM-V\MZ\IQVUMV\;MZ^QKM[IVL<MKPVWTWOa)[[WKQI\QWV<WLIa-<+8ZQOOQVOKMZ\QÅKI\QWVQ[I^IQTIJTMNWZJW\P\PMI\ZM[
IVLIZMVI[_Q\P]VQY]M\ZIQVQVOIVLM`IU[[XMKQÅK\WMIKPNIKQTQ\a
 )T\PW]OP\PM\MZUQVWTWOaQ[WN\MVLQٺMZMV\\PM\_W\aXM[WN ZQOOQVO
share many similarities, including load calculations and equipment. In
\ZILQ\QWVIT\PMI\ZMXZWRMK\[ [MXIZI\QVO \PMZQOOQVO[XMKQÅKI\QWVNZWU
the other equipment is standard practice. That idea has not yet been
fully adopted in arena or stadium projects, but the trend is gathering
momentum.
Separate Specs
Day says WJHW is pushing for a more coordinated, professional bid
process that calls out rigging separately. As installed A/V systems in
IZMVI[JMKWUMTIZOMZIVLUWZMKWUXTQKI\ML\PM[XMKQÅKI\QWVXZWKM[[
must keep pace.
“The rigging spec needs to be outside the umbrella of an A/V contract,” he explains. “Including the rigging in the A/V spec makes the
A/V contractor responsible for things they often don’t fully understand.”
 0Q[ ÅZU [MM[ I _QLM ZIVOM WN  JQL XZQKQVO JM\_MMV NWZ M`IUXTM
local general laborers, crane-operating companies, and production
KWUXIVQM[_Q\P-<+8KMZ\QÅMLZQOOMZ[¹1\¼[VW\IVIXXTM[\WIXXTM[
KWUXIZQ[WVº ,Ia [Ia[ ¹<PMKMZ\QÅMLZQOOMZ[ ][]ITTa KW[\ UWZM JMcause they understand what they are getting into.”
Specifying the rigging separately is an evolution WJHW is making,
ZMÆMK\MLQV\PMQZK]ZZMV\XZWRMK\[¹7]ZKTQMV\[M`XMK\][\W[PW_\PMU
what’s typical,” concludes Day. “And typical is shifting.”
Singular Control
Just as some arenas are beginning to follow the same specifying practice used for theatre rigging, automated control technology developed
ÅZ[\NWZ\PMI\ZM[WٺMZ[XW\MV\QITJMVMÅ\[_PMVILIX\MLNWZ\PM[MTIZOMZ
venues.
A single automated system can operate the arena speakers, scoreboard, and upper-bowl curtains, instead of requiring individual controls for each. Separate controls increase the likelihood of mistakes
or accidents. The automated system includes built-in safeguards to
ensure systems cannot interfere with each other.
Along with improved safety, an integrated control system reduces
TIJWZKW[\[JMKI][M\PMNIKQTQ\a¼[WXMZI\QVO[\IٺQ[MUXW_MZML\WWXerate these systems easily, quickly and safely, with fewer outside crews
required.
For arenas and stadiums, as with any venue, providing safe entertainment is a fundamental, essential goal. Choosing proven rigging practices that promote safety is a key place to start. FM
Patrick Finn is a performing arts product manager for J.R. Clancy, Inc.
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Welcome to GuestX 2017, a conference built around the best practices and emerging challenges that shape today’s guest
experience. Designed with everyone from venue executives to frontline staff in mind, GuestX is a one-of-a-kind conference
for everyone invested in crafting an exceptional, safe and extraordinary Guest Experience. Whether you work in sports, the
arts, the conference and meeting industry, or anywhere people get together, GuestX offers insider perspectives on how
every aspect of your operation impacts the overall Guest Experience at your venue. With content shaped and developed
by today’s Industry thought leaders, attendees will bring back fresh, tangible and innovative ideas on how to cultivate and
create memorable Guest Experiences that will bring audience members back time and again.
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The Academy for Venue Safety & Security (AVSS) is a dynamic, two-year school built to train venue and event managers,
security professionals, and other key personnel involved in every aspect of venue safety and security. The 2017 curriculum,
developed and taught by a diverse team of experts, is designed to equip each and every attendee with the best practices,
resources, and tools needed to face the evolving challenge of providing a safe venue for everyone.
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AMPHITHEATERS & FAIRGROUNDS:

SECURITY FOR YOUR VENUE
So what now? By Dana Stoehr, CFE
Like much of the world’s greater problems of solving drug abuse, wars,
XW^MZ\a\PMMV^QZWVUMV\M\K[MK]ZQ\aNWZXI\ZWV[[\I^ٺMVLWZ[IVL
everyone who comes through our public doors is an overwhelming
concept.
We live in age of “So now what?” The daily news is rife with reports
of tragedy and terrorism in addition to local news reporting the day’s
violent crimes.
There are some days I wonder if I am going to be able to focus on
my primary goal of hosting events that are generally for the purpose
of making people happy rather than focusing on protecting them from
an unforeseen harm.
It is exhausting and burdensome as well as unavoidable and irresponsible to ignore. So, my approach to most overwhelming
tasks is to break things down to
KWUXWVMV\ XIZ\[ \PI\ JW\P [\Iٺ
and I can control, staying solution based, and knowing we cannot do it alone.
The old adage admitting there
Q[ I XZWJTMU Q[ \PM ÅZ[\ [\MX \W
ÅVLQVO [WT]\QWV[ ZQVO[ ^MZa \Z]M
in addressing security plans. So how will we approach such an over_PMTUQVOXZWJTMU_Q\P[UITTW^MZ_WZSML[\I[ٺJTWKS[WN NMVKMTQVM
and entrances and exits too numerous to count without creating a Fort
Knox feel to our venues. Here are my go-to solutions.

provide real-time education, tools and resources that can be scaled to
Å\aW]Z[XMKQÅK^MV]M<PQ[Q[IVQV^M[\UMV\\PI\KIVIٺMK\UIVa[W
make it a priority in your budget.
Step Two: Observance and Empowerment
The Department of Homeland Security’s promotional catchphrase of
“If You See Something, Say Something,” while some may think cliché,
is a great summation that can be translated into action.
 -^MZaWVM\PI\_WZS[NWZaW]QVIVaOQ^MVKIXIKQ\aQ[XIZ\WN \PM[WT]tion to build a comprehensive security plan. It will not be fool-proof,
but will add layers of invisible security to your venue. It is far more likeTa\PI\NZWV\TQVM[\IٺWZM^MVI^MVLWZ_QTTMVKW]V\MZI\PZMI\ÅZ[\[W
provide them with authority and
create a culture that acknowledges their contributions are
vital to keeping everyone safe.
Ignorance and apathy will not
serve your security goals. This
is an all-hands-on-deck problem
and should be addressed with
the same emphasis.
Meet regularly and ask for
their advice. You will be surprised at how often their input will provide
ZMIT[WT]\QWV[\W_MISVM[[M[QVaW]Z^MV]MIVLWN\MV_Q\PW]\[QOVQÅcant expense.

¹<PMJM[\WٺMV[MQ[IOWWLLMNMV[M*M_QTTQVO
to adapt, evolve, and, as appropriate, customize
your security plan. As we move to create real
solutions to real threats, you are not alone, and
\WOM\PMZ_MKIVUISMIJQOLQٺMZMVKMº

Step One: Education
*MQVOQVNWZUMLQ[\PMÅZ[\[\MXQVÅVLQVO[WT]\QWV[UIVaWN _PQKPKIV
be found locally by having a strong relationship with your local police
IVLÅZMLMXIZ\UMV\[<PM[MIZMM`XMZ\[\PMaSVW_aW]Z^MV]MIVL
can provide comprehensive guidance to sort through the practical and
impractical approaches to improve your venue security.
Talk to other people at other venues. Some of the best ideas I have
implemented came from my peers. Know your weak areas and do not
be afraid to admit it. I am not suggesting one make a public announcement of the door that is always left open and unattended, but do not
let the pride in your facility become an obstacle to having an honest
IVLKWVÅLMV\QITKWV^MZ[I\QWVIJW]\aW]ZNIKQTQ\a¼[[MK]ZQ\a_MISIZMI[
with those that can help you improve.
Seek knowledge from experts who dedicate their careers on the
subject. IAVM’s Academy for Venue Safety & Security is the most
KWUXZMPMV[Q^MML]KI\QWVaW]KIVOQ^MaW]Z[MTN IVLaW]Z[\Iٺ1\_QTT

Step Three: Implementation and Follow-Up
+TMIZTa\PQ[Q[VW\IÅ`Q\IVLNWZOM\XZWJTMU1UXTMUMV\aW]ZXTIV·
follow-up regularly to see what is working and what is not. Be prepared
to engage and act. When I have read about threats foiled, it is often a
small detail that somebody observed, reported, and acted on. Read the
feature story in this issue written by John Wilborn at the Curtis Culwell
+MV\MZQV/IZTIVL<M`I[IVLaW]_QTT[MMM`IK\Ta_PI\1UMIVCXIOM
14]. Sometimes it is a more conscious decision to implement action in
ZM[XWV[M\WI\PZMI\7]ZPMZWM[WV.TQOP\!LQLR][\\PI\IVLUWZM
<PMJM[\WٺMV[MQ[IOWWLLMNMV[M*M_QTTQVO\WILIX\M^WT^MIVLI[
appropriate customize your security plan. As we move to create real
solutions to real threats, you are not alone, and together we can make
IJQOLQٺMZMVKMFM
,IVI;\WMPZ+.-Q[\PMKPQMN WXMZI\QVOWٻKMZWN \PM;IV5I\MW+W]V\a-^MV\
Center in San Mateo, California. She is also the chair of IAVM’s Amphitheaters
& Fairgrounds Committee.
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ARENAS:

AVOID BEING A SOFT TARGET
What steps should you take? By Scott Mullen, CFE

Photo provided by Scott Mullen, CFE

It is likely just a matter of time until some kind of terrorist attack occurs in an arena setting here in the United States. If the attacks in Paris
and Brussels revealed anything, it’s that if someone decides to enter
a building with a bomb vest and automatic weapons determined to
[PWW\\PMQZ_IaXI[\[MK]ZQ\aQ\¼[OWQVO\WJM^MZaLQٻK]T\\W[\WX\PMU
0W_M^MZ_MKIVUISMILQٺMZMVKMJa\ISQVOXZMKI]\QWV[\WUISMW]Z
venues harder targets.
Venue managers need to take the time to evaluate building security
measures and crisis management plans. Most arenas are fairly soft tarOM\[J]\_Q\PXZM^MV\I\Q^MUMI[]ZM[IVLXZWXMZ[\I\ٺZIQVQVO_MKIV
make our venues safer and give additional protection to our patrons
and employees. We all can make our facilities safer by taking the necM[[IZa[\MX[\WI[[M[[^]TVMZIJQTQ\aQUXTMUMV\[\I\ٺZIQVQVO]VLMZOW
simulation exercises, implement emergency plans and develop crisis
communication procedures.
When the 9/11 attacks occurred in New York, I was then the genMZIT UIVIOMZ I\ \PM 6I[[I] +WTQ[M]U IVL [PWZ\Ta IN\MZ_IZL[ ;5/
PQZML I [MK]ZQ\a KWV[]T\IV\ ÅZU TML Ja NWZUMZ 6A8, ,M\MK\Q^M *W
Dietl to perform a Threat & Risk Assessment of our property. It was
a very valuable exercise that uncovered several aspects of our building
and security operation that were vulnerable. I would highly recommend that every building undergo such an inspection.
Some things were obvious and some were not. Things like the location of the exterior air intake vents and interior return vents need
to be monitored and protected from the possibility of anthrax being
introduced to those areas; bollards or barriers need to be in place to
prohibit vehicles that may contain explosives away from the building;
recordable digital camera systems should be in place and monitored;
and magnetometers/wands and bag inspection checkpoints should be
utilized at all entrances. Containers where explosives could be hidden
such as trash cans and newspaper vending machines should not be
located in the direct proximity of any entrances or exits. More impor\IV\TaW]ZMUXTWaMM[IVLM^MV\[\IٺVMML\WJM\ZIQVMLIVL^QOQTIV\
Crisis management and evacuation procedure manuals should be
LM^MTWXMLIVLLQ[\ZQJ]\ML\WITT[\Iٺ7VOWQVO\ZIQVQVOQ[VMKM[[IZa\W
make sure all employees are aware of what to do in case of a security
breach or emergency incident.
 *]QTLQVO[\IٺVMML\WJMQV[\Z]K\MLVW\WVTa\WJMI_IZMWN \PQVO[
that don’t look right, they need to have a clear sense as to what to do
when they see something that could potentially be a threat. I recently
attended a security round table discussion at the Billboard Touring
Conference in Los Angeles last November.
 1)>5,QZMK\WZWN -L]KI\QWV5IZS0MZZMZI_I[M`XTIQVQVOI\MZ36 Facility Manager Magazine

ZQÅKMUXTWaMMI_IZMVM[[XZWOZIU\PI\PMZMKWUUMVL[\WMVKW]ZIOM
[\I\ ٺW JM ^QOQTIV\ 0M KITT[ Q\ \PM ¹6MIZ 5Q[[ 8ZWOZIUº <PM JI[QK
idea of the program is to get employees conditioned to always be on
the lookout for things that are out of place or don’t seem right.
 .WZ M`IUXTM PM ZMKWUUMVL[ \PI\ aW] XQKS IJW]\ Å^M MUXTWaMM[
at every event, give them cards to write on and instruct them to write
down anything that seemed out of place, a potential threat or something that could have turned into a dangerous situation as well as any
action that they would recommend to be taken. The employees can
later be rewarded with something like a gift card for the employee who
JM[\QLMV\QÅMLIXZWJTMUWZKIUM]X_Q\P\PMJM[\_Ia\WILLZM[[I
potential threat.
Herrera points out that after a year or so, even if you take the proOZIU I_Ia \PM MUXTWaMM[ PI^M JMKWUM KWVLQ\QWVML \W MٺMK\Q^MTa
identify potentially hazardous or dangerous situations and, more importantly, how best to react if something occurs. Instituting this type of
¹6MIZ5Q[[8ZWOZIUºQ[IVMٺMK\Q^MKWUUWV[MV[MIXXZWIKP\PI\IVa
IZMVIUIVIOMZKIV][M1\¼[VW\WVTaI\MZZQÅK_Ia\WLM^MTWX\PM¹1N 
You See Something, Say Something” mindset amongst the employees,
it also increases awareness and trains people what to say and who to
say it to.
The unfortunate reality is that even if all these precautions are taken, it’s not likely that a security guard or ticket taker is going to be in a
XW[Q\QWV\W[\WXIVaWVM_PWKWUM[QVÅZQVOIVI]\WUI\QK_MIXWV1V
that case, the only feasible deterrent is to post armed law enforcement
WٻKMZ[QV\PM^QKQVQ\aWN ITTXWQV\[WN MV\ZaWZI\\PM^MZaTMI[\UISM
sure there is a way to communicate with police and emergency personnel via radio. Many buildings do not have an adequate number of
\_W_IaZILQW[LQ[\ZQJ]\MLIUWVO[\[\I\ٺPZW]OPW]\\PMJ]QTLQVOL]M
to budgetary concerns but it is a necessary investment that should be
made. When an incident happens, there won’t be time to run around
the building looking for a supervisor or someone with a radio.
 ?MW_MQ\\WW]ZIZMVIO]M[\[IVL[\I\ٺWUISM[]ZM_MPI^M\ISMV
steps to provide the safest environment possible. If we do take precautions by using the best industry practices possible, we may be able to
prevent an incident if something were about to go wrong. At the very
least we can hopefully reduce injury, damage, liability and at least have
the peace of mind in knowing that we did our part to prevent it. FM

Scott Mullen, CFE, is the executive director of the iWireless Center in Moline,
Illinois. He is also the chairman of the IAVM Arena Sector Committee and serves
on the IAVM VenueConnect Planning Committee.

THE IAVM BLUEPRINT: EVENT MANAGEMENT
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Order yours online: iavm.org/iavmblueprint

“The IAVM Blueprint gives you
a real foundation to get started
with, then, you can build from
there. If I had this invaluable
book early on, it would have
accelerated my career tenfold.”
– Brad Mayne, CFE
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CONVENTION CENTERS:

ACTIVE EMERGENCY DRILLS

How to put the “active” back into your emergency drills. By Jennifer Nakayama
?PWKIV\]ZVWV\PM\MTM^Q[QWV\WLIaIVLVW\[MMIPWZZQÅK[\WZaWN IV
IK\Q^M[PWW\MZJWUJ\PZMI\WZÅZMKI\I[\ZWXPMWV\PMVM_[',WM[Q\
actually surprise anyone to see one of these scrolling headlines? Sadly,
no. The reality is, one or more of these scenarios will face each one
of us within our lifetime, either directly or by association, and have
become the unfortunate given in our lives.
And as venue managers, we need to prepare, prepare, and prepare
some more. We all say we commit to running emergency scenario
LZQTT[NWZW]Z[\IٺIVL\MVIV\[J]\PW_\Z]TaUMIVQVON]TIZM\PMa'1V
order to see if your drills are reaching the objective of a solid learning
experience, here are four questions to ask yourself:
1. Can you name four or more possible exit routes from where you
are standing?
2. What makes a backpack a suspicious package?
?PI\Q[aW]ZÅZ[\ZMIK\QWV_PMVaW]PMIZZMITO]V[PW\['
4. Would YOU be able to answer any of the three questions above
any better?
Textbook lessons and handouts to your safety committee are one
layer of emergency drill training, and many of you even go beyond
that to in-person training with presentations and videos. But have
you thought about taking it one
step further to a truly “active”
training session? Not only will
you engage the interest of
aW]Z [\I ٺNWZ TWVOMZ \PIV \PM
nanosecond that it takes to nod
WٺQV\ZILQ\QWVIT[INM\a\ZIQVQVO
but the information itself will
stick with them longer because
they have actually experienced
something and are not just going
through the motions. You helped
them make a memory that will
last longer than any paper lesson plan. Here are some tips for bringing
active content to a few emergency scenarios:

physically exit the space they are in – calm and quiet and arms in the
IQZIVLÅVOMZ[[XZMIL
1N [\IٺKPW[M\W01,-·PI^M\PMUOWQV\W\PMQZKPW[MVPQLQVOXTIKM
and have fellow employees critique if they can be seen or heard or
detected.
 1N  [\I ٺKPW[M \W .1/0< · PI^M \PMU QUXZWUX\] [MTMK\ IV WJRMK\
IVLM`XTIQVPW_\PMa_W]TL][MQ\QVILMNMV[MQVÆQK\PIZUOMVMZI\M
avoidance, create distraction).
• Notify your neighboring buildings, facilities, and neighbors in advance, in case any aspects of the drill are presumed to be real by an
outsider that is not participating.
Bomb Threat
• Hire actors or seek out volunteer thespians to play the role of the
JWUJMZ\PI\XTIKM[IKITT\WaW]ZZMKMX\QWVLM[SWZ[\IٺUMUJMZ
:MIKPW]\\WTWKITÅZ[\ZM[XWVLMZ[M[XMKQITTa;?)<IVLKIVQVMLMployment forces. They may be willing to run their own training exercise side-by-side with yours, so it is a win-win for both of you – you get
to plan how your operations will work in conjunction with them and
they get tangible training within your building layout.
• If local law enforcement is
not able to be present, bring in
M`IUXTM[ WN  ZM[XWVLQVO WٻKMZ
gear and attire, and teach their
identifying markings and badge
QLMV\QÅKI\QWV
• Notify your neighboring buildings, facilities, and neighbors in
advance, in case any aspects of
the drill are presumed to be real
by an outsider that is not participating.
• When placing the fake device(s)
to be found during the drill, remember that both FOH and BOH can
be realistic targets. The device can be concealed inside a suspicious
XIKSIOM\WUISMLQٻK]T\LM\MK\QWVUWZMZMITQ[\QK
+WWZLQVI\M\WPI^MU]T\QXTMJWUJLM^QKM[QV\PM[KMVIZQWQVLQٺMZent and simultaneous areas/levels of the building.
• Have examples to show of possible bomb containment devices –
common objects like boxes, backpacks, pressure cookers, suitcases –
and teach what does versus does not make such objects suspicious.
-VKW]ZIOM[\I\ٺWVW\]\QTQbMKMTTXPWVM[ZMUW\M[WZW\PMZMTMK\ZWVQK
frequency devices during this drill, but devise direct communication
exercises that must take place. Therefore, other alternative means will
PI^M\WJMQUXZW^Q[MLKZMI\MLIVL][MLJa[\Iٺ

“Not only will you engage the interest of your
[\IٺNWZTWVOMZ\PIV\PMVIVW[MKWVL\PI\Q\\ISM[
\WVWLWٺQV\ZILQ\QWVIT[INM\a\ZIQVQVOJ]\\PM
information itself will stick with them longer
because they have actually experienced something
and are not just going through the motions.”

Active Shooter
:MIKPW]\\WTWKITTI_MVNWZKMUMV\[XMKQÅKITTaaW]ZXWTQKMLMXIZ\ment or SWAT or rapid deployment services. They may be willing to
run their own training exercise side-by-side with yours, so it is a winwin for both of you – you get to plan how your operations will work
in conjunction with them and they get tangible training within your
building layout.
• Allow the local law enforcement to play the role of the active shooter
or shooters with blank rounds discharged throughout the drill.
• If local law enforcement is not able to be present, bring in examples
WN ZM[XWVLQVOWٻKMZOMIZIVLI\\QZMIVL\MIKP\PMQZQLMV\QNaQVOUIZSQVO[IVLJILOMQLMV\QÅKI\QWV
 +WWZLQVI\M \W PI^M U]T\QXTM [PWW\MZ[ QV \PM [KMVIZQW QV LQٺMZMV\
simultaneous areas/levels of the building.
• Pre-plan the route that the shooters will take, through both FOH and
*70[\IٺWٻKM[IZM^MZaQUXWZ\IV\I[_MTT
 1N  [\I ٺKPW[M \W :=6  PI^M \PMU [\IVL ]X IVL XZIK\QKM PW_ \W
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Fire Catastrophe
0QZMIKMZ\QÅML[INM\a\ZIQVQVOKWUXIVa\W[QU]TI\MIÅZMIVLPI^M
[\I ٺTMIZV \W XPa[QKITTa PWTL I ÅZM M`\QVO]Q[PMZ IVL OW \PZW]OP \PM
PASS teaching lesson, discharging the actual extinguisher contents.
 :MIKP W]\ \W TWKIT ÅZ[\ ZM[XWVLMZ[ M[XMKQITTa ÅZM LMXIZ\UMV\ IVL
-5<[<PMaUIaJM_QTTQVO\WZ]V\PMQZW_V\ZIQVQVOM`MZKQ[M[QLM
by-side with yours, so it is a win-win for both of you – you get to plan

how your operations will work in conjunction with them and they get
tangible training within your building layout.
• If local law enforcement is not able to be present, bring in examples of responding entities’ gear and attire, and teach their identifying
UIZSQVO[IVLJILOMQLMV\QÅKI\QWV
?PMVKPWW[QVOIXTIKM\W[QU]TI\MIÅZM[\I\QVOQV\PMJ]QTLQVOZMmember that both FOH and BOH can be realistic targets.
+WWZLQVI\M\WPI^MU]T\QXTMÅZMTWKI\QWV[QV\PM[KMVIZQWQVLQٺMZMV\
or spreading areas/levels of the building.
• Notify your neighboring buildings, facilities, and neighbors in advance, in case any aspects of the drill are presumed to be real by an
outsider that is not participating.
• Simulate shutting down elevators as possible evacuation routes to
emphasize the use and knowledge of emergency egress staircases, as
well as where they exit the building.
• Along with the evacuation drill, take the opportunity to fully test your
ÅZMITIZULM^QKM[[\ZWJM[I]LQJTM[IVL8)IVVW]VKMUMV\[
So, take the New Year’s resolution for your job and now’s the time to
schedule your emergency scenario drills for 2017. Make sure that you
QVKT]LM[WUM^MZaIK\Q^MIK\Q^Q\QM[NWZaW]Z[\I\ٺW\ISMXIZ\QVIVLQ\Q[
guaranteed to make your training more memorable to everyone. And
that is what will save lives … not the training itself per se, but how
Y]QKSTa IVL MٺMK\Q^MTa aW]Z [\I ٺKIV ZMKITT \PM VMMLML QVNWZUI\QWV
in the recesses of their brain. Active learning applied to running an
IK\Q^MMUMZOMVKaLZQTT_QTTQVKZMI[MaW]Z[\I[¼ٺZMIK\QWV\QUM[IVL\ISM
your facility preparedness to a whole new level.
Jennifer Nakayama is director of operations at the Hawai‘i Convention Center/
SMG in Honolulu.
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PERFORMING ARTS:

GENDER IDENTITY
And its accommodation in Performing Arts facilities planning. By Todd Hensley, ASTC
The U.S. Supreme Court stated in October that it will hear the case
of a transgender Virginia student seeking to use the boys’ bathroom in
his high school. The case will address an issue that is emerging in cities,
schools and public facilities across the country: the accommodation for
transgender people to use restrooms that correspond to their gender
identity.
 <PMXMZNWZUQVOIZ\[_WZTLQ[OZMI\TaIٺMK\MLJa\PQ[Q[[]M)[^MV]M
XTIVVMZ[IVLWXMZI\WZ[_MITTPI^M\PMQVÆ]MVKM\WILLZM[[N]TTIKcommodations for gender identity. How do we create facilities that adLZM[[\PQ[Q[[]MQVI_MTKWUQVOMٺMK\Q^MUIVVMZ'0W_LW_MXTIVIVL
design for gender identity accommodation in our public restrooms?
And how do we provide for accommodations backstage?
This summer I joined Peter Scheu, ASTC, and Lain Mathers to
XZM[MV\IVLLQ[K][[\PQ[\WXQKI\\PM6WZ\P)UMZQKIV<PMI\ZM-VOQneering and Architecture Conference in New York. Peter, like me, is a
theatre consultant, and Lain is a sociologist and researcher in gender
identity topics at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Peter and I are
KQ[OMVLMZUITM[IVL4IQVQLMV\QÅM[I[OMVLMZY]MMZ
 ?M NZIUML \PM Q[[]M[ [XMKQÅKITTa NIKQVO \ZIV[OMVLMZ XMWXTM M`XTWZML\PMK]ZZMV\TMOQ[TI\Q^MIVLJ]QTLQVOKWLMTIVL[KIXMIVLWٺMZML
[WUMXW[[QJTMLM[QOV[WT]\QWV[NWZ\ZIV[OMVLMZIVLOMVLMZÆ]QLQVLQviduals.
 4IQVXZW^QLML[WUMJI[QKOMVLMZQLMV\Q\a\MZU[IVLLMÅVQ\QWV[PMTX
us approach the topic, including:
Cisgender - An umbrella term referring to people who conform to the gender binary by interpreting their gender identity
as congruent with the sex they were assigned by society
Cissexism - An ideology that assumes cisgender identities are
superior to and more authentic than transgender identities
Gender binary<PM[WKQITIVLJQWTWOQKITKTI[[QÅKI\QWVWN [M`
and gender into two distinct oppositional forms of masculine
and feminine selfhood
Genderqueer/fluid/variant - An identity referring to people who reject gender labels, and live as women, men, neither,
and/or both in varied situations over the life course
Transgender - An umbrella term referring to all people living
within, between, and/or beyond the gender binary, which may
also be used to denote an individual gender identity

Figure 1
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Ze, zir, hir, zirself/MVLMZVM]\ZITXZWVW]V[\PI\ITTW_WVM\W
refer to people without assuming their gender and/or gendering them in the process
The gender binary continues to dominate the building planning process to date. Transgender people are frequently marginalized as they
attempt to use a public restroom corresponding to their gender identity. They face harassment, reports to police authorities, and even risk
of injury when using a restroom that doesn’t meet “assumed” gender
norms. Well-documented instances of violence and severe injury further demonstrate the risk that trans people face when seeking a restroom. Denying restroom access, or accompanying access with risk
of physical harm, denies trans people a basic right that is guaranteed
to cisgender people.
Many municipalities have taken action to help mitigate the risk that
trans people face when using a restroom. New York City, Philadelphia,
Seattle, San Francisco and Austin, Texas are among the cities now legislating that all single-occupancy public restrooms be labeled as gender-neutral. In addition, New York City now guarantees full access to
U]T\QÅ`\]ZM[QVOTM[M`NIKQTQ\QM[SVW_VQVJ]QTLQVOKWLM[I[¹OIVOML
facilities”) in all City-owned buildings.
New York’s leadership in granting access to ganged restrooms has
been matched by many private and public institutions. Over 150 college campuses have made the move to gender-neutral restrooms. The
YMCA allows access to its locker rooms to people identifying with the
assigned gender for that locker room. And the 2016 national conferMVKMWN \PM<PMI\ZM+WUU]VQKI\QWV[/ZW]X][ML[XMKQIT[QOVIOM\W
create gender-neutral restrooms.
The door is gradually opening to transgender access in many areas,
but national building codes have not yet reacted to that change. The
2018 update to the International Plumbing Code will not be revised to
permit gender-neutral access. According to 2018 IPC, all ganged toilet
ZWWU[·\PW[M_Q\PUWZM\PIVWVMÅ`\]ZMIVLWVMTI^I\WZa·U][\JM
assigned to only male use or female use. Building codes are written to
guide and standardize construction, but adopting and enforcing those
codes remain with local Authorities Having Jurisdiction. Thus, it will
be up to each AHJ to review the 2018 code and to determine whether
gender-neutral ganged facilities are appropriate for its own institution.
How, then, do we advance gender-neutral planning for the public

IVLNWZ[PW_[\I?'ٺQ[MXTIVVQVOWXMV[W]Z^MV]M[\WM^MZaWVM_PW
MVRWa[ \PM IZ\[" KQ[OMVLMZ \ZIV[OMVLMZ IVL OMVLMZ Æ]QL XMWXTM ITT
types of families, and people who may need assistance from a helper
of another gender.
 -^MZa^MV]MWXMZI\WZ[PW]TLJMILLZM[[QVOOMVLMZQLMV\Q\aIKKWUmodations today. Some options include:
Allowing access to M/F restrooms per gender identify:
This solution is no doubt practiced in many venues. It is an
important step in the process, but is not considered a complete
solution for all.
Multiple, single-user restrooms in addition to M/F restrooms: This solution may be considered “safe” and secure
for all, but it can lead to a separation and ghettoization of
those who choose gender-neutral washrooms. People may receive unwelcome scrutiny at the single-use rooms, particularly
if they must wait in line to use them. This is perhaps our most
typical current solution (see Figure 1).
All gender-neutral restrooms: This solution represents a
cultural change from most current practice. One solution relies
on well-separated water closets in a single room. A central lavatory serves all. It requires approval (or acquiescence) from the
local Authority Having Jurisdiction. (see Figure 2).
Committing to a policy for gender identity access will certainly aid
audiences. Backstage workers (cast, crew and managers) also deserve
equal opportunity in buildings. Perhaps the most present challenge lies
in our backstage dressing rooms, where performers of all gender iden\Q\QM[ÅVL\PMU[MT^M[KPIVOQVOKTW\PM[WZQVVMMLWN I\WQTM\
As designers we often receive user requests to provide enhanced privacy in group dressing rooms. This addresses the needs of performers
who may be in gender transition, struggling with a physical issue, or
who are simply more modest than their peers. One solution provides
for simple changing rooms within the group dressing room suite, al-

Figure 2

TW_QVOVMIZJaXZQ^IKaNWZIVaXMZNWZUMZ_PWLM[QZM[Q\[MM.QO]ZM
It is clear that gender-accommodating design solutions are available to
planners and operators in the performing arts. Our panel challenged
designers to seize the opportunity before them. As noted by Antonio
Pacheco in The Architect’s Newspaper:
“As this form of inequality gains a wider understanding, architects
and designers must decide whether they wish to perpetuate inequality
through their designs or advocate for change.”
Performing arts designers and operators will be watching the Supreme Court closely for its Virginia decision. But, regardless of their
LMKQ[QWV _M PI^M \PM UMIV[ \W IٺMK\ KPIVOM I\ \PQ[ UWUMV\ ?QTT
we have the foresight to advance our designs to meet the needs of a
changing society? FM
Todd Hensley, ASTC, is a Partner with Schuler Shook Theatre Planners/Lighting
,M[QOVMZ[IVLLQZMK\[\PM<PMI\ZM+WV[]T\QVOXZIK\QKMQVQ\[+PQKIOWWٻKM

Figure 3
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STADIUMS:

LESSONS IN SAFETY & SECURITY
From Goldilocks... By Zach Kerns

I will start this article with a disclaimer that I have a toddler and am
probably more immersed in fairy tales than most, so this probably
drove my line of thinking. However, I will say that as I was thinking
of what to write on this topic, I felt there was a great analogy that we
could pull from this story.
I won’t belabor the background as most of us are probably familiar,
J]\\WZMKIX"/WTLQTWKS[ÅVL[PMZ_IaQV\W\PMPWUMWN \PMJMIZ[
and proceeds to eat their porridge, sit in their chairs, and sleep in their
JML[-IKP\QUM[PM\ZQM[W]\ITTIVL_QVL[]X_Q\P\PMWVM\PI\Q[
“just right.”
 <PI\Q[\PM\Z]\P\PI\1_IV\\WWٺMZ\PI\_MKIVM`\ZIK\NZWU\PQ[
story … our venues’ safety and security lies in the need for it to be “just
ZQOP\º?MVMML\WÅVL_PI\_WZS[NWZW]Z[XMKQÅK^MV]MVW\_PI\
another venue is doing. Please don’t get me wrong, there are many
MTMUMV\[_MITTVMML\WPI^MJI[MTQVM[_MKIVVW\KZW[[IVL_MLMÅnitely need to learn from each other, but we don’t need to implement
something simply because someone else is doing it.
All options were weighed.
For simplicity’s sake in the story, the third option was the one chosen
ZI\PMZ \PIV ZM^Q[Q\QVO XZM^QW][ WX\QWV[ 0W_M^MZ /WTLQTWKS[ _I[V¼\
able to make an informed decision until she tried each one. Similarly,
we need to weigh the issues and choices and come to an educated
LMKQ[QWV?MLWV¼\PI^M\WX]\W]Z[\IٺIVLJ]LOM\\PZW]OPITTWN \PM
MٺWZ\\WIK\]ITTaQUXTMUMV\IVL\M[\MIKP[WT]\QWVJ]\_MVMML\W][M
the tools at hand to evaluate the options. Modeling software, tabletop
exercises, and the perspectives of the stakeholders we have with us are
invaluable ways to come to a great decision on what direction to take.
Always remember, we aren’t in this alone. While we shouldn’t implement solely because someone else has, we can stand on their previous
experiences and learn from them.

have to remember that each day presents its own challenges that will
shape how we need to react.
A decision was made.
Lastly, she made a decision and stuck with it. The story doesn’t go
¹°IVL\PQ[WVM_I[R][\ZQOP\0W_M^MZ/WTLQTWKS[[MKWVLO]M[[ML
herself, stressed over whether she made the right decision, and always
wondered what could have been.” No, she found the one that was “just
right” and ate the porridge, sat in the chair, and slept in the bed.
Too many times we spend too much time in the past. Or we become
paralyzed with too many options. Did we decide on the right magne\WUM\MZUIV]NIK\]ZMZ'1[\PMZMWVMUWZM[XMKQÅKI\QWV\PI\1PI^MV¼\
compared between these options? I want to be clear; I am in no way
advocating that we all shouldn’t be in a continuous loop of improvement, much to the contrary. I am suggesting we should be forward
focused. These improvements are because we are moving forward, not
because we cannot release ourselves to trust our decisions.
 /WTLQTWKS[_I[IJTM\WÅVL_PI\_I[¹R][\ZQOP\ºNWZPMZ?MVMML\W
go forth and do likewise in our venues. FM
Zach Kerns is assistant general manager of KSU Sports + Entertainment Park,
Fifth Third Bank Stadium at Kennesaw State University in Kennesaw, Georgia.

Goldilocks chose the middle ground.
)[_MTWWSI\PW_/WTLQTWKS[UISM[PMZLMKQ[QWV[PM[\Ia[I_IaNZWU
extremes. As she samples the beds, one is too soft and one is too hard.
So, the one that is “just right” falls in the middle. We should consider the same as we develop our plan for safety and security. We have
to make sure we keep everyone safe, but we have to weigh the costs.
These may be monetary costs or they may be the customer experience.
As I stated in the beginning, there are baselines that we cannot give in
on, but we all agree that we don’t want our venues to have the same
connotation of the airport TSA line if we can avoid it.
Each item was right for the bear for which it was intended.
)[ /WTLQTWKS[ UISM[ PMZ _Ia \PZW]OP \PM PW][M [PM ÅVL[ XWZZQLOM
\PI\Q[\WWPW\I[_MTTI[\WWKWTLKPIQZ[\PI\LWV¼\Å\IVLJML[\PI\IZM
both too hard and too soft. Why do the bears have these if they aren’t
ILMY]I\M'*MKI][M\PMaÅ\\PMJMIZ[\PI\¼[_Pa<PMa_MZMV¼\QV\MVLMLNWZ/WTLQTWKS[[WWN KW]Z[M\PMaLWV¼\Å\)[I^MV]MUIVIOMZ_M
PI^M\W\ISM\PQ[IVLIXXTaQ\\WW]Z[XMKQÅK[Q\]I\QWV?MKIV¼\\ISMNWZ
OZIV\ML\PI\OI\MXZW\WKWT[[MK]ZQ\aXTIV[WZ\ZIQVQVOXZWKM[[M[_QTTÅ\
M`IK\TaNWZW]Z[XMKQÅK[Q\]I\QWV1VW]Z_WZTL_MKIV¼\\ISMNWZOZIV\ed that the protocols we have from one day to the next is the same. We
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UNIVERSITIES:

MAKING PLANS

Plans to make your major events successful. By Dusty Saine
Venue managers have a tremendous weight on their shoulders when
planning for crowd control, the safety of players, coaches, and thousands of fans. I interviewed two individuals that work with venue managers on a daily basis planning to ensure that the fans remain safe or as
safe as possible in light of new and changing forms of terrorist attacks.
1[I\LW_V_Q\P,ZM_+I_WWLW_VMZWN -^MV\8IZ\VMZ[1VKWZXWZI\MLIVM^MV\[\IٻVOKWUXIVaIVL;\MXPMV/IPIOIV[KPQMN WN \PM
University of Arkansas Police Department. We discussed the good,
the bad and the unavoidable when
planning for a major athletic event
on a university campus.
Planning for large sporting
events often involves numerous important players. Communication
is the number one most important
aspect in planning a successful event. With so many people involved in
the planning process of a major event, it is easy for someone to forget
to divulge information that is critical to the event.
 +I_WWLIVL/IPIOIV[XZMNMZUMM\QVONIKM\WNIKMW^MZIVaW\PMZ
UMIV[ WN  KWUU]VQKI\QWV -UIQT XPWVM KITT[ IVL \M`\ UM[[IOM[ ITT
have their place but nothing trumps a face to face conversation. They
brought up some valid points about in-person conversations; body language is a form of communication as you can ensure people are engaged in the topic, you can clarify any issues that may arise during the
meeting and you can make certain that everyone is participating. No
other form of communication can cover all of those aspects.
 ?MITTOM\KI]OP\]X\ZaQVO\WÅO]ZMW]\PW_\WK]\J]LOM\[IVL
QVKZMI[MZM^MV]M[1ZMUMUJMZÅVLQVOUa[MTN LWQVO\PQ[ITT\PM\QUM1
can cut one usher here, a ticket taker or two there, and surely we can
get away with one less door for the event and save on wanding and bag
KPMKS[+I_WWLY]QKSTaXWQV\MLW]\\PI\VW\WVTaIZMaW][IKZQÅKQVO
safety but you are also creating a bad experience for your guests. Less
[\IٺTMIL[\WPI[\aIVLKIZMTM[[JIOKPMKS[IVL_IVLQVO
 )TTWN ][PI^MJMMV\WM^MV\[_PMZM[MK]ZQ\a[\IٺPMZLML\PMKZW_L
in quickly and not properly follow the security protocol because of
long lines and pushy patrons trying to enter the event. I ended up
paying for a few extra people even when the promoter wouldn’t agree
to it. To me, it was worth the safety of our guests and helped with our
guest experience entering an event.
 ?PMV1JZW]OP\]XJ]LOM\[\W/IPIOIV[PM_I[KWVKMZVMLIJW]\
XZM^MV\I\Q^MUMI[]ZM[IVLVM_MY]QXUMV\WZ\WWT[\WPMTXPQ[WٻKMZ[
As terrorists turn to motor vehicles as a weapon, it was important to
the chief that bollards and other forms of equipment weren’t forgotten when budget requests were initiated. He informed me that he gets
OZMI\[]XXWZ\NZWU\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\aJ]\[WUMWN PQ[ZMY]M[\[IZMX]\Wٺ
in hopes there are other sources of funding. Unfortunately, these items

are very expensive and, believe it or not, there isn’t enough grant or
federal money for everything.
I also discussed with them about some of the things that made their
RWJLQٻK]T\<MZZWZQ[\I\\IKS[IZMWN KW]Z[MIOQ^MVJ]\1I[SML\PMU
to think about things not as common. The chief ’s answer was easy. He
named personnel and accountability.
Large football games at the University of Arkansas require large
IUW]V\[WN WٻKMZ[NWZ\ZIٻKKWVtrol, venue security, VIP security
IVL V]UMZW][ W\PMZ \I[S[ /IPIgans told me that he has close to 20
agreements with other agencies to
try and cover security for a game.
He mentioned that others like to
piggyback on the big game with
additional events that sometimes
stress his personnel even further.
As for accountability, the chief said when you say you are going to
LW[WUM\PQVOLWQ\0MIVLPQ[[\IٺXTIVIZW]VL\I[S[IVLQ\KI][es numerous other issues around that task if someone doesn’t follow
through on their assurances.
Cawood, on the other hand, brought something to my attention
that I didn’t think of. He spoke about the millennial fan and about
the fact that sometimes there are too many chiefs on event day. He
QVNWZUMLUM\PI\UQTTMVVQIT[KIVJMLQٻK]T\\WXTMI[M<PMZMIZM\PW[M
that don’t like to follow rules, will talk back to you with an attitude
when you try to enforce the rules and are quick to throw you or your
company under the bus with false social media posts.
I’m sure all of us venue managers have faced this social media obstacle at some point or another and it is a touchy subject. As far as too
many chiefs go, Cawood tries to work through one point of contact for
each event. This helps streamline all of the communications and keeps
his company from changing plans or personnel several times throughout the planning process or even on event day.
Planning for a major sporting event is often a major undertaking
QV^WT^QVO[M^MZITLQٺMZMV\[\ISMPWTLMZ[<PMUIQVX]ZXW[MWN \PMQZRWJ
Q[\WUISM[]ZM\PMXTIaMZ[KWIKPM[WٻKQIT[IVLNIV[IZM[INM-^MZaone always gets bogged down in the details of an event but Cawood
stresses that you can’t lose focus and forget about the importance of
exceptional customer service. Because of people like Chief Stephen
/IPIOIV[IVL,ZM_+I_WWLNIV[ITTIZW]VL\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[IZM
IJTM\W[INMTaI\\MVLM^MV\[IVL_I\KP\PMIUIbQVO\ITMV\WV\PMÅMTL
Venue managers should take every opportunity to thank those men
and women that make this possible. FM

“Everyone always gets bogged down in
the details of an event, but you can’t lose
focus and forget about the importance of
exceptional customer service.”

Dusty Saine is director of events at the Rowan-Cabarrus Community College in
Kannapolis, North Carolina
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Venue Management School (VMS) and the Graduate Institute (VMSGI), are considered two of the best professional education programs available for venue managers. Those new to the industry, or managers looking to expand their overall understanding, will find solid principles and practices for venue management in the VMS programs.
The VMS programs consist of two, one-week courses of intensive instruction held over two consecutive years. The VMS
curriculum covers topics such as event management, life safety, marketing and advertising, crowd management and the
guest experience. VMS year two covers areas such as leadership and image, cost control, risk management and insurance,
and strategic business planning.
The Graduate Institute is advanced education for venue professionals covering management theory, professional ethics,
leadership, human resource management, problem solving, and decision making. The goal of GI is to expand an individual’s
management techniques and leadership skills. Consider it next-level education for venue managers.
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YOUNG PROFESSIONALS:

IT’S WORTH THE EFFORT

Becoming a Certified Venue Professional. By John Marquardt, CVP
?Q\P \PM QUXTMUMV\I\QWV WN  \PM VM_ +MZ\QÅML >MV]M 8ZWNM[[QWVIT
+>8KMZ\QÅKI\QWVXZWOZIU1)>5PI[JZW]OP\NWZ\PIVM`KQ\QVOQVtrospective, and educational opportunity for emerging venue management professionals.
The CVP process was a great opportunity to assess my professional
growth, knowledge, and experience that I have gained throughout my
career thus far, and helped me identify areas of expertise that are personal strengths, and areas that I hope to gain more experience with as
I continue in this industry. The exercise helps you to evaluate yourself
and realize just how much you really know about venue management.
It is easy to take a quick glance at the rigorous requirements for the
KMZ\QÅKI\QWVXZWOZIU[\PI\1)>5WٺMZ[IVL\PQVS\WaW]Z[MTN ¹<PMZM
is no way I could have enough points to qualify for that!”
 0W_M^MZ1)>5UISM[\PQ[XZWKM[[MI[aJaWٺMZQVO\PM7VM5QVute Checklist for individuals to quickly assess their true depth of education, experience, and service to the venue management industry.
It is a 60-second investment of your time that will not only reveal to
aW]aW]ZXZMXIZMLVM[[\WX]Z[]MaW]Z+>8KMZ\QÅKI\QWVJ]\IT[W_QTT
XZW^QLMIVWXXWZ\]VQ\a\W[\WXIVLZMÆMK\WVITT\PI\aW]PI^MTMIZVML
IVLLWVM\PZW]OPW]\aW]ZKIZMMZ\WLI\M0WXMN]TTaaW]_QTTÅVLW]\
that you have enough points to submit your application, but if not,
don’t despair! The application for the CVP program clearly outlines
areas of professional education, growth, and experience, and will help
you to quickly identify areas where you can focus on developing your
ZM[]UMUW^QVONWZ_IZL\W_IZL\PMOWITWN KMZ\QÅKI\QWV
Once you have determined that you have enough points to qualify
and have submitted your application, it’s time to study for the exam.
1)>5WٺMZ[_WVLMZN]TML]KI\QWVITZM[W]ZKM[[]KPI[\PM1)>5\M`\JWWSP\\X"___QI^UWZO\M`\JWWS1)>5/TW[[IZaWN <MZU[IVL
+>8;\]La/]QLMUI\MZQIT[<PM>MV]M5IVIOMUMV\;KPWWT>5;

monographs are also very handy study tools to review prior to taking
the exam.
It is very easy to be intimidated by the thought of an exam that tests
nearly every facet of venue management, but I found that the more I
read to prepare for the exam, the more I realized that I already knew
as a result of my work and development in the venue management
ÅMTL W^MZ \PM aMIZ[ AM[ aW] VMML \W SVW_ \PM LMÅVQ\QWV[ WN  \MZU[
IVLJM[\XZIK\QKM[_Q\PQVW]ZÅMTLJ]\1NW]VL_PQTMKWUJQVO\PZW]OP
the study materials that my time spent at IAVM conferences, VMS at
Oglebay, and the hours, weeks, and years on the job had taught me
much of what I needed to know to pass the exam. Your career is the
foundation for passing the exam, and studying for the exam provides
aM\IVW\PMZWXXWZ\]VQ\aNWZQV\ZW[XMK\Q^MZMÆMK\QWVWVITT\PI\aW]PI^M
learned during your career to date.
I would highly recommend the CVP process for any professional in
W]ZÅMTL1NW]VL\PI\\PMXZWKM[[^ITQLI\MLU]KPWN \PMSVW_TMLOM
growth, and experience that I have gained in my career, and has reinvigorated and refocused my passion and energy as I enter the next
chapter in my career in venue management.
I am eternally grateful for the educational and growth opportunities
IٺWZLML\WUMJa1V\MZVI\QWVIT)[[WKQI\QWVNWZ>MV]M5IVIOMZ[<PM
+>8XZWKM[[XZW^QLM[IVQKMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\W[\WXZMÆMK\IVLZMIٻZU
your capabilities on the long and winding road of your career in our
wonderful industry. FM

John Marquardt, CVP, is assistant director for event management at the State Farm
Center at the University of Illinois in Champaign, Illinois.

The CVP Designation
To achieve the CVP designation is to be recognized as a skilled leader in the venue management industry.
Through a detailed, three step process developed by the Certification Board, the CVP program highlights
experienced and highly capable venue professionals.

Career Criteria
In order to apply for the CVP designation, you must have a minimum of three years’ experience in the mid to
senior level of management at a public assembly venue or an industry-related supplier of products or services.
Once you submit your application and three professional references, it will then be reviewed by the Certification
Board. If it is approved, you must pass the multiple choice, 150-question, written exam covering basic knowledge
of the operations of public assembly venues. After you pass your written exam, you will be recognized as a
Certified Venue Professional, which spotlights your leadership abilities and public assembly venue experience.

To learn more about the CVP designation requirements and application process, or to apply, visit iavm.org/cvp.
IAVM
IAVM
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GET CONNECTED WITH IAVM
VenueConnect isn’t the only way to stay connected to IAVM. Check out any of our
social platforms for the latest updates, news, and industry trends.
VenueNet: Member Forum

Front Row News Blog

This online platform allows members to connect with
each other and exchange valuable insights on topics
ranging from safety and security to what’s trending in
venues right now. See for yourself at venuenet.iavm.org.

This is where we post everything current about the venue
industry. Read about trending topics related to venues,
life safety, educational opportunities, technology, industry
events, and more now at blog.iavm.org.

Facebook

Twitter

Give the International Association for Venue Managers
a like on Facebook and always have the latest news and
photos at your fingertips.

Think 140 characters is too few for the biggest industry
updates? Think again. Follow @iavmwhq and see tweets
from us and our members! 6

Instagram
Follow @iavmhq to view the gorgeous photos posted by
venues worldwide through the #iavmweekly5 staff picked
photo contest.

LinkedIn
It just makes sense to utilize a professional social media
platform to get in touch with your IAVM colleagues. Check
out our group page at linkedin.com/groups/98771.

Did you know...
hundreds of your industry colleagues
are using VenueNet everyday. Don’t
miss out on this amazing benefit!
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Did you know...
hundreds of your industry colleagues
are using VenueNet everyday. Don’t
miss out on this amazing benefit!

Are you keeping up?

blog.iavm.org
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R.V. Baugus
Senior Editor
972-906-4771
rv.baugus@iavm.org

Emmanuel Jimenez
Accounting Manager
972-538-1035
emmanuel.jimenez@iavm.org

Summer Beday
Member Care Manager
972-538-1016
summer.beday@iavm.org

Paul MacLeod
Office Manager
972-538-1023
paul.macleod@iavm.org

Gina Brydson
Director of Membership
972-538-1008
gina.brydson@iavm.org

Brad Mayne, CFE
President & CEO
972-538-1021
brad.mayne@iavm.org

Jamie Carney
Junior Graphic Designer
972-906-7441
jamie.carney@iavm.org

Kelly McDowell
Client Solutions Manager
972-538-1010
kelly.mcdowell@iavm.org

Taylor Daniel
Meetings Manager
972-538-1027
taylor.daniel@iavm.org

Ronald Melton
CFO/COO
972-538-1034
ronald.melton@iavm.org

Rosanne Duke
Director of Governance/Operations
972-538-1025
rosanne.duke@iavm.org

Meredith Merritt
Director of Development
972-538-1009
meredith.merritt@iavm.org

Mark Herrera
Director of Education
972-538-1005
mark.herrera@iavm.org

Kristyn Popp
Meetings & Education Coordinator
972-538-1020
kristyn.popp@iavm.org

Frank Ingoglia
Research Manager
972-538-1001
frank.ingoglia@iavm.org

Rob Price
Director of Web Development
972-538-1007
rob.price@iavm.org

Christy Jacobs, MBA
Director of Marketplace Sales
972-538-1015
christy.jacobs@iavm.org

Lori Wehmer
Database Manager
972-538-1018
lori.wehmer@iavm.org

Bill Jenkins
Director of Meetings
972-538-1019
bill.jenkins@iavm.org

Greg Wolfe, MBA
Education Manager
972-538-1024
greg.wolfe@iavm.org

Chair of the Board: Mark Mettes, CFE, Herberger Theater Center
First Vice Chairman: Doug Booher, CFE, Indiana University Auditorium
Second Vice Chairman: Michael Marion, CFE, Verizon Arena
Past Chair: Karen Totaro, CFE, Atlantic City Convention Center
Region 1: Jason Poppe, Georgetown University
Region 2: John Robertson, CFE, Charleston Civic Center
Region 3: Angie Teel, CMP, St. Charles Convention Center
Region 4: Cameron McGill, CFE, Chan Centre for the Performing Arts
Region 5: Nina Simmons, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Region 6: Brian Stovall, CVP, Allen Event Center
Region 7: Dana Stoehr, CFE, San Mateo County Event Center
IAVM/VMA Asia Pacific: Trevor Dohnt, AVM, Melbourne Cricket Club
Allied: Justin Ungerboeck, Ungerboeck Software International
Arenas: Lynda Reinhart, Stephen C. O’Connell Center
Board of Trustees: Robert Hunter, CFE, Maple Leaf Sports & Entertainment
Convention Centers/Exhibit Halls: Patrick Skaggs, Georgia World Congress Center
Performing Arts: Shelly Kleppsatel, Fox Theatre
Stadiums: Paul Turner, CFE, Dallas Cowboys/AT&T Stadium
Universities: Jim Wynkoop, CFE, Chaifetz Arena

YOUR MEMBERSHIP
If there is ever anything we can do to help you succeed as a
member of IAVM, please let us know. Your success is our success,
and we are ready to help you.
Our front desk can be reached at:

1-800-935-4226
To connect with our membership team, contact:
Gina Brydson
Director of Membership
972.538.1008
gina.brydson@iavm.org

Summer Beday
Member Care Manager
972.538.1016
summer.beday@iavm.org

Our membership, and our buying power, are larger
than ever. For partnership, sponsorship, advertising and
exhibiting opportunities visit iavm.org/mediakit
or contact:
Kelly McDowell

Christy Jacobs
Director
of Marketplace Sales
Christy
Jacobs
Oﬃce:of
972.906.7441
Director
Marketplace Sales
Direct:
972.538.1015
Office:
972.906.7441
sales@iavm.org
Direct:
972.538.1015
sales@iavm.org
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Client
Solutions Manager
Kelly
McDowell
Oﬃce:
972.906.7441
Client
Solutions
Manager
Direct:
972.538.1010
Office:
972.906.7441
sales@iavm.org
Direct:
972.538.1010
sales@iavm.org
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As a member of IAVM, you know all about the inspiration, expertise, and lifelong connections that this
association provides. The holidays may be over, but your chance to share IAVM’s wealth of endless
opportunities is still here. Visit blog.iavm.org/give-gift-iavm to give a co-worker, employee, intern, or
student a gift that will truly impact their future, or to learn more about giving the gift of IAVM.
IAVM
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
FEBRUARY 27 - MARCH 1, 2017
REGISTER NOW OR LEARN MORE AT
IAVM.ORG/PAMC

